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ACTIVITY CENTRal

L I V E & P L AY

Cross Country Ski

Ski & Snowboard

• Scenic Caves Nordic Adventures
• Sawmill Ski Trails (Hepworth)
• Massie Ski Trails

• Blue Mountain
• Talisman Resort Village

Snowshoe

Dogsled

• Sawmill Ski Trails (Hepworth)
• Whinny Acres (Priceville)
• Scenic Caves Nordic Adventures

• Rob Roy Snowdogs
• Singing Dogs Dogsled Adventure (Wiarton)

Your own winter wonderland.
Your stunning view of Georgian Bay. Your stroll through an icy apple orchard. Your ski adventure through a
trail of freshly covered snow. Your dinner with friends at The Grill. Your evening in front of a roaring fire at
The Lora Bay Lodge.

Your home at the heart of it all. Starting at only $435,000.
Call us today and see for yourself what life can be like when you’re at home at Lora Bay.

For more information
www.visitgrey.ca 1-877-733-4739
Thornbury, Ontario Town of the Blue Mountains www.lorabay.com
This is not an offering for sale as an offer can only be made by Disclosure Statement. For a copy of the Disclosure, please call 1 866 231 0631.

all season trails
magnificent harbour
museums & historic sites
intimate dining experiences
breathtaking rolling countryside
year round concerts & performances
Meaford Hall Arts & Cultural Centre

www.visitmeaford.ca
or call 1-888-MEAFORD (632-3673) for tourism & event information

The quickest way to après is at Rusty’s. Our sunny patio
boasts the most picturesque view of the Mountain. Bring the
kids, you’ll be front and centre at the coolest place in town
where the pulse of the Village meets the cool mountain air.

Feature Salad
California Salad
Organic baby greens, red onion, candied pecans,
mandarin orange segments, poppy seed studded goat
cheese and Thai dressing
Feature Apps
Bucket O’Bones
1lb. of our BBQ smoked ribs, basted with our signature
smokey bourbon BBQ sauce glaze
Or
1lb. of crispy wings - naked, mild, medium, hot, honey garlic
or Jamaican jerk
Super Bowl Chili
Guaranteed to burn twice, served with crusty Calabrese
garlic toast
Feature Sandwiches
Mesquite Smoked Chicken Sandwich
Rusty’s mesquite smoked chicken, scallion mayonnaise,
red onion jam, sliced tomato and chiabatta
Grilled Vegetable Wrap
Fire roasted asparagus, peppers, zucchini, portobello
mushroom, goat cheese and fresh basil pesto wrapped in a
whole wheat wrap and grilled
Feature Mains
10 oz. Hand Carved Beef Brisket
Rubbed with Rusty’s rub, smoked all day long
Atlantic Salmon
Rubbed, smoked, fire roasted and glazed with maple
Feature Side
‘Rusty’s Gold’
Buttered roast corn on the cob off the smoking outdoor grill

At another resort, they’re questioning whether to tip the ski valet.
But up here, no one questions anything.

7.95

12.95

6.95

12.95

12.95

19.95
18.95

2.95

Feature Desserts
Warm apple crumble à la mode with hot caramel sauce
Decadent double chocolate truffle cake

4.95
4.95

Kids Menu
Simple cheese and tomato sauce pizza
Penne pasta with butter and parm or tomato sauce
Chicken fingers with fries

6.95
5.95
6.95

for more information, visit us at

www.rustysatblue.com
or call 705.445.2718

Canada’s First Smart Home Neighbourhood©
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On the Cover: Clay Dolan gets the goods at Banks, ON. November 21, 2008. Colin Field photo

Artist’s concept

Limited Release of
40 Townhomes Now Available

Register online for a four season lifestyle in Collingwood
Mountain Trails’ spaciously designed and fully loaded
townhomes have spectacular architectural environments
that embrace our four season country setting … a private
retreat just steps from the Georgian Nature Trail and
nestled in a lushly landscaped enclave with forest views, a
private pool and putting green … minutes from the hills of Blue Mountain and a world
of outdoor adventures.

Every home is automated with Smart Home
technology for remote-controlled climate and
lighting and peace of mind home monitoring.

Coming To Collingwood
Four Season Mountain Townhomes

299,900

$

*

From

For more information contact us:

MountainTrails.ca
1-800-315-HOME (4663)

*Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. E. & O.E. Illustrations are artist’s concepts. See sales representative for details.
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“Icy! It’s too icy!”
Colin Field photo

P: Eric Berger

FieldNotes

SKI FREE
STAY FREE

North Chair Old-Timers
The North Chair at Blue was a quiet place that Wednesday
morning. The previous afternoon had been warm and sunny and
the snow had taken on the slushy wetness of spring. But when
the temperature plummeted overnight a thick sun crust formed
leaving something more like a skating rink than a ski hill.
The only people I meet on such days are those I like to call,
with the utmost respect, ‘old-timers.’ They know every trail
name, every chair lift and every liftie. And they are out there
every single day regardless of conditions.
As I hiked up from the North parking lot I heard one of these
old-timers yelling to no one in particular.
“It’s too icy,” she screamed erratically. “Icy! It’s too icy!”
She was standing at the bottom of the hill, waving her poles
in warning. She looked unsteady on her skis and was obviously
not going up the chair again. It felt like a bad omen.
She shook her head at me as I threw down my skis and
stepped in anyway. And as I skated to the chair, my blunt edges
slipping all over the place, I thought to myself that maybe, just
maybe, she was right.
Riding up the lift I nodded to another old-timer on my right
and tried to spark some conversation about the conditions.
In her matching one-piece maroon suit and a face that was
wrinkled with more turns and more skiing wisdom than I can
ever hope to attain, she didn’t hesitate.
“There’s good snow on the edges.”

Her response baffled me and we rode the rest of the way
in silence.
On the way down, I realized why the first woman had yelled
at me. It was icy. I bombed down Little Devil faster than I
should have, trying desperately to hold an edge the whole way
down, but barely holding on. As I rounded the bend, almost
totally out of control, I saw something I couldn’t believe; in the
corner of my eye, there was the lady I’d ridden up with, making
beautiful turns as if she was in buckle-deep powder. And she
was ahead of me.
Next run down, I skied where I had seen the old-timer in
question, but found more of the same. Ice, ice and more ice. And
once again, she gracefully beat me down the hill.
If there’s one thing to learn from the early-morning oldtimers of the North Chair it’s that optimism is a state of mind.
There are a million reasons not to get out there. Frail bones, thin
blood, terrible conditions and frigid temperatures. But watching
that woman, who must spend more time on skis each year than
many of us have in the past six or seven years, I couldn’t help
but think to myself that she had it made. I can only hope that
when my face is as wrinkled as hers I can find the optimism to
find fresh snow where there is none. Here’s to the North Chair
old-timers. Pray for snow!

INFINITE
POSSIBILITIES.

INTRODUCING THE PEAK 2 PEAK GONDOLA.

FREE!

9 5 th Night FREE
9 4 th Day Skiing FREE
9 Fresh Tracks Ticket FREE

SKI FREE. STAY FREE.
This winter, you can book a 5-night ski and stay package
from just $115** per person, per night - a discount that’s
equivalent to getting your 5th night of lodging and 4th day of
skiing FREE. You’ll also receive a complimentary Fresh Tracks

BOOK BY JANUARY 15, 2009

ticket, good for a hearty breakfast and exclusive early access

5th night free package includes 5 nights accommodation, a 4 Day Lift Ticket (with 4th day lift ticket for free) per person and
a FREE Fresh Tracks Ticket per person. Free Fresh tickets only available for a minimum of five night stay. Package available
Jan. 4–Apr. 26, 2009. **Starting from rate is per person per night, based on 2 adults sharing a studio from Jan. 4–26, 2009.
Full package price is $577 per person, calculated as an average rate of $115 per person per night for 5 nights. Minimum night
stays, blackout dates and/or other restrictions may apply. Additional packages available, please inquire for details.

to the mountains. Best of all, this great package is valid
January 4, 2009 to the end of the ski season. But availability
will go fast, so book today.

Coli n fi e ld

Editor

central reservations
1.888.767.5841
whistlerblackcomb.com
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Strive for Excellence
At Pretty River Academy, our focus is on providing
our students the optimal environment to excel in all
areas of academics, athletics and the arts. Our
balanced approach to school and the community
allows each of our students to continually
STRIVE FOR EXCELLENCE.
For more information call 705.444.5376
or visit www.prettyriveracademy.com.

This could be the tree that releases
the oxygen that forms the cloud
that carries the powder that dumps
on your favorite trail.
When you buy or rent any HEAD product you’ll help fight the
deforestation of mature rainforests and the resulting effects of global
warming. HEAD is the first sporting goods company to supercharge
its carbon responsibility by matching ten times its annual carbon
emission. So help save a tree. Or, to be exact, 7,030 acres of them
every year. Go to www.head.com and check out how you can help freeze
global warming.

head.com

Your Full Service Ski Shop
498 First Street,
Collingwood, ON
Tel. 705.445.6700

IN THE GREATER OUTDOORS,
SOMETIMES THE RECIPE FOR ADVENTURE

IS ONE PART SNOW PLUS

Editor Colin Field
colinf@mountainlifepublishing.com

TWO PARTS IMAGINATION.
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WATERPROOF AND BREATHABLE, OUR OMNI-TECH TECHNOLOGY WILL KEEP YOU WARM AND DRY NO MATTER WHAT THE ELEMENTS.
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AND THE FLEXIBILITY OF COLUMBIA’S PATENTED 3-IN-1 INTERCHANGE SYSTEM™ MEANS YOU GET MORE WEAR OUT OF YOUR OUTERWEAR.
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RIGHT OUTSIDE YOUR FRONT DOOR, COUNTLESS OPPORTUNITIES FOR
ADVENTURE ARE WAITING. AND WITH COLUMBIA SPORTSWEAR, EVERY SNOW
FORT, HIKE AND DOWNHILL TUMBLE MAKES THE GREAT OUTDOORS EVEN GREATER.
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Feedback

Congratulations to Us
To the Editor,
Congratulations for the great job covering SJ Sherbanuk’s place [see ML Fall 2008,
p. 32-36]. Knowing the man very well, I feel you really captured the spirit of the person
and how that impacted the house. And I commend you on the idea of the Word Issue,
which was a success from our point of view – lots of good articles.
Regards,
Jim Campbell

>>LEGAL DOPING –
FOR SKIS OVER 80 MM!//

Thanks, Jim. And yeah, we’re pretty happy with the article on SJ’s (not that it’s hard to
write about such a unique space) if only because our humble little rag Mountain Life
scooped Dwell magazine. Yeah! –Ed.

The Power of Poorly Designed Places
I enjoyed Peter Storck’s article on Carnegie libraries [see ML Fall 2008, p. 42-44]. I, too, am a fan.
Mr. Storck’s sense of déjà vu upon entering the Carnegie library is understandable, since so many
were built upon the same neo-classical pattern he describes.
One hundred years later, however, most communities have outgrown their Carnegie libraries.
Where there was not room to add on, as in Markdale, the buildings were abandoned and new
ones constructed. Most Carnegie libraries that have survived, as libraries, have only done so with
extensive renovations. Owen Sound and Hanover are good local examples of communities that
have saved the Carnegie façade, but managed to create something in behind that would meet
modern needs. There were problems, too, with the Carnegie designs: washrooms were small, staff
workspace was inadequate, and there were too many stairs. The photo on page 44 shows eight
stairs just to get in the front door. That would be unacceptable in a library design today.
The psychological state Mr. Storck describes is also worth commenting on: the library he enters
is a temple, and the librarian, its high priest. But is this how we really think of public libraries
in the twenty-first century? (To be fair, was it even how they were viewed in the early twentieth
century?) Do we go to libraries to commune with the greatest thoughts ever expressed, or do we
go to pick up a paperback novel (and check our e-mail)? Does the twenty-first century require a
new style of public architecture? The L.E. Shore Memorial Library in Thornbury was built under
a similar philanthropic scheme as the Carnegie libraries, but it couldn’t look more different. And,
outwardly at least, the design for the new Collingwood library looks a lot like the livery stable
that once stood on the same site. Public architecture says a lot about how we view ourselves as a
society. What does a public library that resembles a nineteenth-century industrial-style building
say about us? I would love to hear Mr. Storck’s views on this and other matters. Keep up the good
work, Mountain Life.
Ken Haigh
Clarksburg
When a librarian writes to us about libraries and questions the opinion of a Curator Emeritus from
the Royal Ontario Museum about an historical building, well, we’re wise enough to know we’re
out of our league. So Ken, here’s Peter Storck’s response to your response. Maybe it’s time you
guys got together over a cold beer and finally just agree to agree… May I suggest the utilitarian and
historically-inspired Meaford Castle as an appropriate meeting place? –Ed.
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I certainly don’t regard libraries
as temples. I do, however – and I
think society does as well – have
great respect for books: for the
human creativity, knowledge and
wisdom they contain. Because
books are liberating to the human
mind and spirit I have come to
think of libraries as symbolic
of the intellectual and political
freedoms we enjoy – a feeling
that is especially poignant when
libraries are used as voting polls
during elections.
I used my experience in a
Carnegie library to talk about
the power of place. I realize that
historic buildings may not meet
current needs. But they can often
be modified – even enlarged –
without affecting their heritage
value (Europeans are very good
at this). I realize also that modern
architecture may have contemporary interest and acquire heritage
value in the future. Both the old
and the new are important. Both
can be special places; shaping us
and revealing parts of our innermost selves. It is an experience
that I wish for everyone.
–Peter L. Storck

>> IPT WIDERIDE
Marker and Völkl are introducing a genuine milestone
in ski binding construction: iPT Wideride – the first
fully integrated ski binding system especially developed for wider all-mountain skis. With iPT Wideride,
the ski and binding are completely integrated into the

interior of the ski and connected over a broad contact
surface. The result: direct energy transfer and
extraordinary performance. iPT Wideride is now available in the Unlimited AC50.//

upfront

You are the
colour in my life.
IT’S NOT JUST A rowboat.
IT’S A ROSSITER.
There are rowing boats that simply get you from here to over
there. But there is one that is capable of lighting up your soul.
The Loudon, from Rossiter Boats, has been crafted to set people
free. It moves through the water smoothly and sleekly, almost like
a racing shell; yet it comfortably seats one or two rowers, plus the
kids. It is built the modern way, with fiberglass; yet it echoes the
finest wooden crafts in its styling. The deck is trimmed with teak,
and the seats and footrests are
adjustable for everyone’s ease,
and comfort.
To learn more about
Rossiter Boats, just visit
www.rossiterboats.com,
or phone at 519 538- 4039.

25 Bruce Street South, Thornbury, ON
Tel: 519.599.2201
www.thediamondstudio.ca

Colour in my life.indd 1

Watered Down
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dilemma they will soon face when
they come to decide on a rezoning
application from a private water
company. You might even spare
a thought for the company itself,
Paradise Springs, Inc., who are
seeking a permit to remove over
100,000 litres of water a day
from a spring in the Highlands
and truck it out of the area to use
in the beverage industry. And,
if you have any room left over,
spare a thought for Gord Miller,

www.rossiterboats.com • 519 538-4039
11/5/08 9:12:16 AM

www.heavenlysweets.ca
By Pau l W i ls o n
P h oto g ra p hy by c o l i n f i e l d

Concerned residents, several levels of government,
and a water-bottling company square off over Kolapore
Uplands’ abundant springs
Next time you buy a bottle of
water to pack on that snowshoeing
or skiing trip, spare a thought for
Bill Bartram and his wife, Janet
Bartram-Thomas, who are part
of a group of people working to
preserve the integrity of a prime
tract of semi-wilderness on the
Niagara Escarpment. And while
you’re at it, spare a thought for
the councillors of Grey Highlands
in their chambers over in the town
of Markdale, pondering the moral

Yes t erday’ s q u alit y,
t omorrow’ s ideas .

the Environmental Commissioner
of Ontario, whose job it is to write
the government’s eco-report-card.
All of these people have water
– including the bottle of it you’ve
just strapped into your backpack
– very much on their minds.
Miller’s title makes for a
cool acronym – the ECO – but
his associates sometimes just
call him The Commish. He’s a
kind of eco-ombudsman, and
each year he reports on what

47A BRUCE ST. S.
THORNBURY, ON

519.599.1188

chocolates x cookies x desserts x
candies x exquisite gifts x
gourmet foods x corporate gifts x
organic tea & coffee

enjoy a
“chocolate shot”
or latte in our
cozy coffee corner

PROUD
TO CARRY
DUFFLET
CAKES
Order Yours Today!

28 BRUCE ST. S., THORNBURY * 519 599-5315
Monday to Saturday 10 - 5:30
Sundays 12-4 and Fridays 10-7 in December
email decorsosfashions@bmts.com

upfront

So you want to meet for lunch. To celebrate
a dinner out. To find the cheese to

match the wine to start the joy of cooking for your
friends. To pick up local produce Saturday
morning.

To sit, al fresco, glass of wine

in hand. You’ll find the multifarious joys
of beautiful foods, beautifully offered in
restaurants and bistros and specialty purveyors

Patrick Bourachot/Café Chartreuse - one of 26 outstanding! foodie stops in downtown Collingwood.

here. In our great little big downtown.

www.collingwooddowntown.com

It’s you!
the government has been
doing – or not doing – for the
environment. This October,
Miller’s annual report to the
Ontario parliament was blunt
on the controversial subject of
water-taking permits for private
water companies. Miller wants
Queen’s Park to realign its
public-private priorities, with the
public interest coming first, not
just in theory, but in practice.
“We have a free-for-all, firstcome, first-served basis to our
water taking,” Miller told a press
conference last October 21.
“Whoever wants the water,
applies for a permit, and they
get it. There’s no assessment as
to how much water is available
and how much water should
we reserve for the proper
functioning of ecosystems and
how much should we reserve
for public use.”
Back in 2003, the McGuinty
government took office
promising to “stop the reckless
giveaway of Ontario’s precious
water.” Five years later, the
provincial levy on Ontario
companies taking water out of
the ground is a mere one cent
for every 3,000 litres. “They’re
not paying enough,” Miller
deadpanned to the press.
The Ministry of the
Environment, which has
jurisdiction over Ontario’s
groundwater resources, says
the levy is enough to cover
their administrative costs.
But Miller’s point is that we
don’t know enough, and that
the water levies ought to be
high enough to fund essential
research.
Miller’s words are music
to Bill and Janet’s ears.
They’re retired teachers with
a modern, off-the-grid home
in a densely wooded section
of the Kolapore Uplands,
a rugged, rocky tract of hill
country about 15 miles up the
Escarpment from Georgian
Bay. It’s covered with forest
and swamps and crisscrossed
26
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with trout streams and 60
kilometres of prime nordic
skiing and biking trails. Some
people call it God’s Country,
maybe because nature is so
clearly the boss. The Uplands
are dotted with abandoned
farm buildings, old stone
fences, and small clearings
surrounded by encroaching
woodlands, mute testimonies
to the original settlers who
gave up and left years ago. It
encourages those who remain
to take the long view.
Bill and Janet see
themselves not so much as
owners of their 200-acre tract
– which they surely are in the
legal sense – as its temporary
stewards, whose job it is to
look after it well and then
leave it in better shape for their
grandchildren to enjoy. Part of
their stewardship is focused
on the two streams that pass
through their property before
continuing on down to join the
Beaver River on its way to the
Bay. Over the years, Bill and the
neighbours have worked hard
to keep the streams clear of
silt, deadfalls, and beaver dams
so the trout will have clear,
cold water in which to spawn.
Purists might object that the
streams and the wildlife ought
be left on their own, but Bill
knows what every gardener
knows: nature can always use
a helping hand.
In May 2007, Bill and Janet
got wind – by word of mouth;
they were never officially
notified – that a commercial
w a t e r - t a k i n g c o m p a n y,
Paradise Springs, Inc., was
planning to draw water out of
a spring upstream from where
Bill and Janet live. In addition
to requesting a permit from
the Ministry, Paradise Springs
also had to persuade the
municipality of Grey Highlands
to amend their official plan and
change the zoning on their
63-acre property to include
“light industrial,” which would

winter 2009

allow them to operate a
business there. Their proposal
set in motion a complicated
land-use planning process
that included statutory public
m e e t i n g s , w h i ch i s w h a t
brought Bill and Janet to
the Grey Highlands council
chambers, along with dozens
of other citizens from up and
down the Beaver Valley who
wanted to learn more.
What they discovered upset
them so much that they helped
set up a loose organization
called The Friends of Kolapore,
which since last fall has been
campaigning against the
Paradise Springs proposal.
Part of what spooked them
was the fact that the fourthlargest water-taking operation
in Canada, Aquafarms 93,
a.k.a. Ice River Springs,
currently has a water-taking
operation in nearby Feversham
with a permit to take three
and a quarter million litres a
day from the ground not far
from Paradise Springs. A few
people who have, in the past,
locked horns with Aquafarms
are now opposing Paradise
Springs, Inc.
Jim Mollohan, one of the
principle investors in Paradise
Springs, Inc., is also frustrated.
It’s been almost four years
since they first filed their
proposal, and the amount of
water they want to skim off a
day – 112,320 litres – is far
less, he says, than the Ministrysuggested maximum of 10%
of the spring’s estimated
daily flow (up to 13 million
litres, according to Gartner
Lee, Mollohan’s consulting
company). The Gartner Lee
report also claims the proposed
daily take is not enough to
trigger an Environmental
Impact Study (EIS), although
both the province and the
Grey-Sauble Conservation
Authority say they want an EIS
done, eventually.
One of the biggest

outstanding issues is whether
the winding, gravel road that
connects the property to the
paved county system can safely
accommodate the increased
traffic load; the proponent
has said that no more than
three loads a day would need
to be trucked out, although
at the proposed daily volume,
these trucks would have to
be 40,000-litre supertankers.
The municipality’s interim
planning report doesn’t
mention truck size, and it’s
easy to miss the implications of
this amid the technical jargon
about “structural integrity”
and “deficiencies relative to
geometric standards” and
“vertical sight line deficiencies.”
But the mayor, Brian Mullin, is
confident that the engineering
assessments have taken that
into account.
For the Friends of Kolapore,
issues like roads and building
codes are a distraction from
the more basic question:
should a private company have
the right to exploit a public
resource, virtually for free?
At the second public meeting
on the issue, last September,
many speakers took this tack,
urging the council to “do the
right thing.” You could almost
hear the frustration in Deputy
Mayor Dave Fawcett’s voice
as he tried to remind people
that the council was obliged to
respect “due process” in which,
he implied, simple questions of
right or wrong had no place.
Other agencies have
to weigh in as well. On the
environmental side, the
province has pointed out that
the Kolapore Uplands is an
environmentally sensitive area
under provincial jurisdiction,
and has recommended
that both an E IS and a
hydrogeological study be
undertaken “in advance of the
. . . decision.” Grey County has
yet to decide if the Paradise
Proposal is consistent with

You can tell the minute you pull it on. Even
before you look in the mirror. It just feels right.
Let it be a little gift from you to you.
The one that will keep on coming out of the
dresser making you feel good each time you

wear it.

That’s the stylish, cool and classy

part of spending an hour or two, just looking.
Here in our great little big downtown.
Elaine Dickinson/Elaine Dickinson’s Fashion Ave. – one of 34 outstanding! fashion shops in downtown Collingwood.

Eat! Drink!
and be merry!

www.collingwooddowntown.com
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might reapply for a larger permit,
it’s that once they have the zoning
and by-law changes and their
water permit in hand, the property
would become an attractive target
for takeover, and might be sold to
a larger company with the clout to
push through increases.
From the proponent’s
perspective, the timing of this
application could not have been
worse. The heightened awareness
of water issues, combined with
the economic crisis, means that
people are spending less on
discretionary items like bottled
water. A report in the Dallas
Morning News last November
said that in the US, which is the
largest consumer of bottled water
by volume in the world and a
major market for Canadian water,
growth in the industry was slowing
“to a trickle.”
Then last summer there was
the scare around bisphenol-A,
the chemical used to make
polycarbonate plastics. Stories that
plastic bottles and tin-can linings
could release the substance –
which has been shown to impact
the hormone system in animals
– had the internet buzzing with
rumours that BPA could make
your son effeminate, or lower
sperm counts. The Canadian

back. The reputation of this homely
source of drinking water hit a
low point just after the tragedy
in Walkerton, Ontario, in 2000,
when contaminated municipal
water killed seven people and
made another 2,300 seriously
ill. At the time, bottled water
saved the day, but since then,
thanks in part to renewed efforts
across the province to protect
and improve drinking water
sources, confidence in tapwater
is increasing and in many health
food and outfitting stores, fill-’emyourself aluminium water bottles
have become popular point-ofpurchase items.
The Paradise Springs
application won’t be decided until
sometime in 2009. It may not
make national headlines, but it’s
an important battle all the same.
For the Friends of Kolapore, it’s
an opportunity to master the
land use planning process, and
to help shift public awareness.
Win or lose, their struggle will
leave them stronger. For Grey
Highlands and Grey County, it’s
an opportunity – in the absence
of strong leadership from Queen’s
Park – to help shift the balance of
power in water issues back into
the public domain. Like it or not,
their decision is not just about a

For THE Friends of Kolapore, issues like roads and building codes are a
distraction from the MORE BASIC question: SHOULD a private company
have the right to exploit a public resource, virtually for free?
the county’s official plan. And
the Grey-Sauble Conservation
Authority, while allowing that at the
proposed volume, “impacts on fish
habitat and downstream ecological
features are anticipated to be
minimal,” remained concerned that
Paradise Springs may eventually
want to take more, a suggestion
the owners deny.
That fear – that the rezoning
application may be a kind of Trojan
Horse for a far bigger application
– concerned several speakers
at the second meeting. The fear
is not just that Paradise Springs
28
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government was said to be
considering a ban, and though the
concern was downplayed by many
health officials and seems to have
subsided, it has left its mark.
Next there was the rush in
various municipalities, triggered by
overflowing landfill sites, to restrict
the sale of bottled water. London,
Ontario made international news
by being the first city in the world
to ban bottled water sales on
city-run premises. The favourable
publicity had other cities lining up
to be next.
To top it all off, tapwater is

single water-taking company; it
will set a precedent for the future.
Though the authorities may want
to deny it, the final decision really
is a moral one, not in any religious
sense, but because it will impact,
one way or another, on the future
of the community.
And for Paradise Springs,
Inc.? If Bill Bartram had his way,
the answer would be clear: “One
thimbleful is too much.”
Maybe he should invite the
company directors to go fishing
up in God’s Country and show
them why. ml
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Mapping
the Group of Seven

BEAVER VALLEY
A Private Club - Unlike Any Other

I

ncredibly scenic, protected from the high winds
and situated in an unbelievable snow belt, Beaver
Valley Ski Club is a hidden gem. This private club
is nestled on the Escarpment, at the bottom of
the Bruce Peninsula where the lake effect snow
comes hard and heavy from both Lake Huron and
Georgian Bay.
As you descend into the valley, pass through the
gates, and over the Beaver River, there is a feeling
of serenity. The Clubhouse is a modest but cosy
structure, with a dramatic timber frame addition
making up the Member’s Lounge. It is home to
many events throughout the season for the Club’s
members and guests. There are events for every
member of the Beaver Valley family including the
popular Men’s Day & Ladies’ Day, Après Skis,
Family Fun Day with its highly anticipated Dummy
Downhill Race just to name a few.
Beaver Valley hosts midweek groups throughout
the season and caters to their specific needs
providing space to meet during the day and a
place to relax after a day on the slopes. The highly
skilled Food & Beverage Team creates fabulous
meals and Après Ski snacks, from simple crudités
to home made sushi.
When you visit BVSC mid winter, you quickly
realize there are few Ontario ski areas that offer a
comparable environment. Terrain offerings include
a wide variety, ranging from green to double black,
highly acclaimed terrain park and one of the
steepest groomed runs in Ontario.
The Alpine Programs Department at BVSC is
stacked with certified, experienced instructors
and coaches. The renowned Freestyle ski
program offers the most comprehensive training
in skill development in the province. BVSC’s
growing Racing Program develops teamwork and
fundamental skills in its young athletes. Led by
a group of Level III and IV instructors, the Snow
School introduces winter sports to many members
and guests, instilling a love of slide sports and the
enjoyment of this club and winter in general.
With unbelievable snow conditions, breathtaking
scenery and a super friendly, down to earth
membership, Beaver Valley Ski Club (www.
beavervalley.ca) is a real diamond in the rough,
a place removed from the hustle and bustle of
Ontario’s ski areas. It is the most affordable of all
the private ski clubs in the area and is truly Unlike
Any Other.

Tom Thomson, Canoe Lake (1913 or 1914).
Oil on plywood. Tom Thomson Art Gallery Permanent Collection.

In the heart of Beaver Valley, just north of Flesherton,
Beaver Valley Ski Club is located in one of the
heaviest snow belt areas that Ontario has to offer.

Experience Beaver Valley
A wide variety of terrain suitable for guests with varying abilities
A lively social calendar filled with events for members of all ages
Discounted lift tickets for mid-week groups
Talented Executive Chef stirring up delicious culinary dishes
Ski clinics & fun races for mid-week groups
Alpine program staff who are CSIA, CASI & CSCF certified,
skilled & waiting to teach you!

See Mapping the Group: The Travels of the Group of Seven in
Canada at the Tom Thomson Gallery in Owen Sound, February
13 to May 24, 2009. tomthomson.org

The Group of Seven painters were rugged travellers with a mandate
to create a Canadian style of painting that defined a young country of
extremely varied landscapes. Beginning in February, Owen Sound’s
Tom Thomson Gallery will dust off seldom-seen works from their vault
for an exhibition entitled Mapping the Group: The Travels of the Group
of Seven in Canada.
“We want to create a portrait of Canada,” says Director and Curator
Stuart Reid, “by giving the works in our collection a bit of context.”
Since the Group painted scenes from the Maritimes to the Rocky
Mountains, with plenty of Ontario’s near north in between, this is
a cross-Canada journey. Each work in the exhibition will get lots
of background on its setting and when and why each artist visited.
Reid continues, “our education group is going through the vaults and
identifying works associated with particular places and literally drawing
a map through our collection.” Ontario will be well covered in works by
Casson, Carmichael, Thomson, and Jackson.
The exhibition will also highlight the larger and more diverse
Canadian Group of Painters which succeeded the Seven.
Tom Thomson Gallery’s collection numbers around 2,000 works.
“At any given time there’s only a small percentage of our collection
out of the vault,” says Reid. “This is an occasion to let people come
and see things not always on view.”
–Ned Morgan

Home

What Does

Mean to You?

Professionally run Playroom
Opportunities for your group to “Own the Hill” Mon through Wed
12 km of snowshoe & cross country ski trails adjacent to the club

trial memberships available
Group inquiries
Cheryl Crowther
519.986.2520 ext 224
cheryl@beavervalley.ca

Membership inquiries
Read Hilton
705.443.8100
read@beavervalley.ca

www.beavervalley.ca

Our latest project is currently available in the Alta Subdivision. Over 4,000 sq.ft.,
this beautiful custom home is post & beam construction with 25 ft. ceilings on
the main floor. Radiant heat is used extensively throughout, with custom design
features and interior details you will love to call home. The main floor master
has an all carrera bath, walk-in closet with custom built-ins, fireplace, french
doors, and den area. The upper level offers a guest suite with views to the ski

Of f er ed

at $1,595,000

hills, 2 more bedrooms and bath, as well as a large media room with fireplace.

STONE CUSTOM HOMES

705.441.6724 • WWW.STONECUSTOMHOMES.NET

sport

Cholo Burns proves you don’t need
bindings to get the steep and the deep.

Bula

Roots
The North
Face
Kombi

The North Face

Saying
Yes to the No

Swany

Rossignol

by N ata l i e L a n g m a n n

P h oto g ra p h y by J e n na Low

New mountain sport is making
tracks and gathering disciples

DNA

Bearpaw

705.443.5803
www.bluemountain.ca

Got a snowboard? Good, now
remove the bindings, attach a
rope and some custom rubber
traction pads and you’re ready
for a new way of riding snow,
something more like surfing or
skateboarding.
Not sure? There were probably
a few raised eyebrows when
Burton founder Jake Burton
showed up at a Snurfer event
years ago with a binding prototype,
but look where snowboarding is
today. So, open your mind – this
isn’t about snowboarding, it’s
about NoBoarding.
“I tried it, reluctantly, and
couldn’t believe the feeling,” says
Cholo Burns, co-owner of the
NoBoard company. “It’s cool how,
without even knowing it, what you
might be trying for the first time

could become your passion. Here
we are a few years later and my life
is something totally different now.”
NoBoarding was the
brainchild of mastermind
Greg Todds, one of Canada’s
first hardcore, big-mountain
professional snowboarders and
a great contributor to the early
progression of that sport. Shovel
in one hand, chainsaw in the other,
he carved out the first terrain
park at Lake Louise and built
the world’s first superpipe in the
Whistler backcountry.
By the time snowboarding
really began blowing up Todds
had already dropped enough
gnarly cliffs and nailed plenty of
hairball lines. Looking to slow
things down, he relocated to the
quieter mountains just outside

The North Face

Atlas Snowshoes

Merrell

open 7 days a week
located in the Village at Blue Mountain

Mountain Life

photo © Jeff King

sport
The tools of the trade.

3 years in development. New 3D imaging
systems matches the human foot to the
most modern anatomical shape ever
in ski boots. Sculpted soft material
pockets in those difficult sensitive
places like the instep, ankles
and across the toes. The
Sensor3 Concept emphasizes
direct contact with the three

open 7 days a week
located at Grand Central Lodge
Blue Mountain
705.443.5801
www.bluemountain.ca

Revelstoke, BC. One deep powder day in 2001, while
digging around for his binding straps, Todds visualized
the freedom of floating over snow without the downward
pressure caused by bindings. He raced home to create the
first NoBoard out of a snowboard, drywall screws, duct tape,
and a garbage-can handle and soon began flying down
mountains in much the same way he would slash waves on
a surfboard. A new feeling – less stable but more pressureresponsive (you move your feet accordingly) – brought on a
whole new bag of stoke.
“When Todds rode, you watched. And when he spoke,
you listened,” says Burns, who that same season filmed
his good friend’s NoBoarding adventures and, after trying
it himself, ended up as the co-founder, quickly deciding to
make moulds of Todds’ designs and begin manufacturing.
“Thinking back to those days, the amount of work we did
was unreal,” says Burns. “It was an all-out, full-time deal –
not typical for snow bums.”
The NoBoard, or rather the tried and tested grip pad and
rope/handle (you attach it to a regular snowboard), became
available for the public in 2004 and a new, more attuned
way of riding snow became available to the masses.
Tragically, on January 13, 2005, an avalanche claimed
the life of Greg Todds but his vision and legacy live on, not
only in the NoBoard itself, which Burns has kept true to the
original vision, but in the people who own and ride one, as
well as an annual event where family and friends gather to
race NoBoards and shred in honour of Greg Todds.
Locally, NoBoarding has arrived. The pictures don’t lie –
NoBoarding is the real deal and these athletes are doing
truly impressive things.
“We just want to keep moving forward and turning people
on to it,” Burns says, smiling. “It’s too much fun not to.” People
are catching on.
Ex-snowboarders are starting to lose the bindings (and
the boot pain) and say yes to the No themselves – tricks,
spins, backflips and kickflips are routinely getting attempted
and stomped. Surfers, skaters, even skiers are climbing
aboard. People are discovering what Greg Todds figured out
years ago – free your feet and your mind will follow. ml
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Cholo Burns is missing something...
oh yeah, his bindings.
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happy we skipped last call.

08/09

FREESTYLE SKI SERIES

Photo: Sean Hannah

visit www.ontariofreestyle.com for a freestyle ski program near you!

Don’t miss FREESTYLE FUN DAY - Sat, Jan 17/09 @ Horseshoe Resort !
PA R K & P I P E

SKI CROSS
RBC Riders
Ski Cross
RBC Riders
Clinics
Clinic/Race
Ski Cross

Jan 17
Jan 17
Feb 7
Feb 25/26
Mar 20-22
Mar 21

Centennial
Sir Sam’s
Pakenham
Beaver Valley
Beaver Valley
Glen Eden

Tournament Rail Jam

Dec 13
Santas Work Shop
Dec 27-30
Provincial Championship Jan 31/Feb 1
Tournament Half Pipe
Feb 7
Open Half Pipe Clinic
Feb 8
Cdn Series Half Pipe
Feb 14/15
Rail Jam
Mar 14

MOGULS
Mt. St. Louis
Mt. St. Louis
Calabogie Peaks
Blue Mountain
Alpine
Mt. St. Louis
Earl Bales

Tournament Mogul Series
Provincial Champs
Tournament Moguls Series
RBC Jumps & Bumps Fun Clinic
RBC Jumps & Bumps Fun Clinic
RBC Jumps & Bumps Fun Clinic
RBC Jumps & Bumps Fun Clinic

Jan 16/17
Jan 31/Feb 1
Feb 21/22
Feb 1
Feb 15
Apr 5
TBA

Horseshoe
Calabogie Peaks
Beaver Valley
Calabogie Peaks
Caledon Ski Club
Georgian Peaks
Loch Lomond

www.ontariofreestyle.com

Real is a special place where there are more mountains than
million-dollar condos, and you’ll want to spend every minute
you can enjoying them. It’s not that we don’t have the best clubs,
pubs and hot tubs around, but they’ll all be waiting for you when
you finish skiing and riding this amazing mountain experience.
This is where real happens. Three of the world’s finest ski
resorts, almost 8,000 acres of terrain, all in the heart of
Canada’s Protected Playground, Banff National Park.

WWW.SKIBIG3.COM/MLM
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SPORT

a new direction for luxury living.

“One more boot to fit then it’s off to
The Alphorn for a J.O.K... Mmmmm.”

mountains themselves. There are only 17 world-class estate-style Cabins at Kicking Horse
WORDS & P HOTOGRA P HY
By c o l i n f i e l d

Tired of crushing your cuneiform in your black
holes of pain? See bootfitter James O’Keefe
iron butterfly. Which means taking
them off is often more enjoyable
than the skiing itself.
Currently the best solution
to this problem is the bootfitter.
And local genuine mountain lifer
James O’Keefe is one of the

As the original explorers discovered, the heart of the Canadian Rocky Mountains has
always been reserved for those whose spirit aspires for experiences as distinguished as the

When the Boot Fits
It’s often said the best part of
skiing is when you have a beer in
hand and can finally take off those
tortuous devices called ski boots.
Contorting, uncomfortable and
confining, putting on a ski boot
can be like self-administering an

luxurious living. legendary legacy.

best around. Working at Squire
John’s since 1985 O’Keefe has
fit everyone from kids to seniors.
And he’s seen everything there
is to see.
“S ome nasty stuff comes
in here,” he says. “I had a guy

Mountain Resort, and each embody this spirit. This full ownership opportunity is for
those whose stories begin with ‘forever endeavour,’ and who wish to pursue adventures
with increased passion and spirit. This offering is exceptionally exclusive and very limited.
Act now—discover and reserve yours today.

UK residents: +44.(0)20.3031.2860
Direct: 250.439.5470

Toll Free: 1.888.706.1117
www.TheCabinsAtKickingHorse.com

This is not an offering for sale. Such an offering may only be made by disclosure statement only. E. & O.E.
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...and the liner.

Reshaping the shell...

come in once, he peels off his
shoes and socks, pulls out his nail
clippers and starts clipping away.
Plink! plink! plink! Nails are flying
everywhere. And I’m like, ‘what
the hell?’”
Dealing with nasty feet and
old stinky boots aside, with a little
investigative questioning and
years of dealing with customers
(“women tend to understate their
ability while men tend to overstate
it”), O’Keefe is able to get to the
root of the problem and adjust the
boots accordingly.
“If you went into the five stores
around here, probably three times
out of five, you’d end up with
the same type of boot,” he says.
“Not necessarily from the same
manufacturer, but the same style
of boot. The key is afterwards. The
fitting. The ability to manipulate the
40
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shell so it conforms to your feet.”
And down in the bowels
of Squire’s is where O’Keefe’s
boot manipulation begins. With
razor blades, grinders, heat guns
and punching stands he heats,
reshapes and grinds the plastic
and the liners of ski boots to
customize them to fit your feet.
Understanding the interface
between your foot, your boot, your
ski and how the foot works are
obviously important and though
O’Keefe’s manner is relaxed and
informal, fitting boots seems
effortless to him.
As he slices away at my
brand new liners, heating up and
clamping down the plastic shells
that cost the same amount as
my first car, I can’t help but think
this must be a nerve-wracking
trade to learn. I imagine ruining a
customer’s boots and can’t help
but ask him about it. He laughs
in his unique way and begins a
story I’m sure he’s told many times
before.
“About 15 years ago, there
was some contact cement thinner
and I spilled a little bit on the work
bench,” he says with a grin. “I
start playing around with a lighter
and all of a sudden the thinner
catches fire. Then it follows right
up to the contact cement, then
the tin’s on fire… I try to push it

away from the fire, but of course
it tips over and whoosh! The whole
workbench erupts. Somebody
finally found the fire extinguisher,
but I toasted about ten pairs of
boots and nearly burnt the whole
place down.”
Not that he ruins people’s
boots anymore. As I try on the
boots that previously crushed
my cuneiform (a word I learned
minutes before) and instantly
numbed my toes, I realize the
guy’s got skills; that tight pain over
the top of my foot is gone. And
even after doing up the buckles
I can still feel my toes. O’Keefe
has singlehandedly saved me
from the fate of many a skier
with uncomfortable boots: the
transformation into a knuckledragging snowboarder. I will no
longer look at the insides of my
boots as black holes of pain. And
I’ve got O’Keefe to thank for it. ml

DIY

Don’t do-it-yourself. Go to a
reputable ski retailer and ask for
their best bootfitter. Footbeds are
a worthwhile investment as is the
time necessary to make sure those
boots fit correctly.

Daytripper

The Grotto

By c . g . f u e g o
p h oto g ra p hy by e t h a n m e l e g

Winter transforms this popular swimming hole
into an exquisitely lonely day-trekking retreat

NORDIC
ADVENTURES
A T

S C E N I C

C A V E S

THE NORDIC CENTRE AT SCENIC
CAVES RESTS AMID A 200 YEAR
OLD FOREST, ON THE TOP OF BLUE
MOUNTAIN NEAR COLLINGWOOD

The Nordic Centre Features
Professionally groomed cross-country
classic and skate ski trails
Snowshoe trails
Guided, night snowshoe hikes
130m suspension bridge
Warming hut and Hot beverages
Rentals and Lessons
Fabulous panoramic views
Season passes and Gift certificates
High–altitude snow conditions

705 446-0256, ext 223
www.sceniccaves.com

“Worth it.”
That’s what people say. The only problem
with Blundstone boots is that they never
seem to wear out. Oh, people try. But after a few
years of kicking the bejeez out of them, they’re
more comfortable than ever and still going
strong. Expensive? Nope, they
get cheaper by the day.

“Do you guys think Hugh Hefner’s gonna be there?”

The CSA Greenpatch
Available in
Brown and Black

The Original
Available in
Brown and Black

Collingwood: Becker’s Shoes 73 Hurontario St 705-445-4641
Downtown Barrie: Becker’s Shoes 39 Dunlop St E 705-728-8689
Owen Sound: Becker’s Shoes 932 2nd Ave. E 519- 376-6530 Toronto: Australian Boot Company 791 Queen St W (2 blocks west of Bathurst)
Toronto: Australian Boot Company 2644 Yonge Street (across from Sporting Life)
blundstone.ca
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Indian Head Cove.

“Where are all the Bunnies?”
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Ask anyone who’s visited
the Cyprus Lake area of Bruce
Peninsula National Park and they’ll
tell you one thing: It packs a lot of
unspoiled Escarpment beauty into
a compact, easily accessible zone.
High-season visitors to the Park’s
famous swim spot The Grotto will
probably all agree on another
thing: they never have the place
to themselves. From late June
through Labour Day weekend,
this area of the Park is overrun
with campers, hikers, boaters, and
swimmers.
In winter, however, it’s just as
beautiful, and crowd-free. It just
takes a little more planning to get
to. And swimming isn’t advised.
“It’s a fun trek out there in the
winter,” says regular Mountain
Life photographer Ethan Meleg.
“Typically you start at the Cyprus

winter 2009

Lake Day Use area. If the lake is
frozen, you can shortcut across
the lake to reach the Georgian
Bay Trail. If it isn’t frozen, you
follow the trail around the lake
until it connects with the Georgian
Bay Trail. Depending on snow
depth, you can hike, cross-country
ski, or snowshoe.”
The hike takes about an hour
each way for a total distance
of about three kilometres. The
Georgian Bay Trail is fairly flat,
becoming more rugged at the
shoreline.
“The Grotto is only one of
the attractions packed together
there,” says Meleg. “Along with
Indian Head Cove, which people
often mix up with The Grotto
itself, are the Natural Arch and
Halfway Rock. All are virtually
beside each other.”

Travelling with a friend is
recommended and crampons are
often needed on the shore’s edge.
“The shoreline around Indian Head
Cove and The Grotto can be very
icy, so use extreme caution.”
This is sound advice from a
guy who knows. ml

DIY

Suntrail Outfitters in Hepworth rent
both snowshoes and cross-countr y
skis. If you have any concerns
about the trip, talk to Suntrail’s
k n o w l e d g e a b l e s t a f f . Th e y ’ l l b e
able to guide you in the right
direction and help you prepare for a
rewarding and safe day outdoors.

suntrail.net
1.877.8 82.29 5 8

travel

Todd Lawson and Christina Tottle
taking the road less travelled.

One Net at a Time

Wo r d s a n d P h oto g r a p h y by
To d d L aws o n & C h r i st i na Tot t l e

A pair of adventurers lend helping hands (and motorbikes)
in the ongoing battle against malaria in Africa
“How much water do we have?”
Christina asks, nervously peering
into the parched landscape and
dismounting her motorbike.
“Enough for two days,” I reply.
“Maybe three if we eat raw food,
don’t wash, and skip coffee.” Our
spirits plunge. Moments later a
pair of Maasai women leading
some long-horned cattle hazily
emerge from a dust cloud. Even
with necks, ankles and wrists
ringed with bands of gold and
swirling beads, the women’s ears
stand out the most. Hoops of
flesh dangle at their lobes, big
enough for my wrist to fit through.
48
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We ask for directions, but they
speak neither English nor Swahili
and despite waved hands, pointed
fingers and babbled words we are
still utterly lost in the East African
wilderness.
Of course, to two people with
a housefly’s sense of direction,
who travel with neither GPS, cell
phone, compass nor guidebook,
that’s not really much of a surprise.
“Let’s just go,” I say. “All these
paths probably lead to the same
place anyway.”
Christina rolls her eyes but
agrees — backtracking is not
an option. We’ve covered a

winter 2009

hundred crunching kilometres
since yesterday, when we were
turned away at the gates of the
Ngorongoro Conservation Area,
home to one of the continent’s
most fascinating collections of
wildlife. The price of park entrance
scared us more than any wild
animals but they don’t allow bikes
so it didn’t matter anyway.
The helpful gate guards
mentioned a “secret road” around
Lake Eyasi to western Tanzania
and so, guide-less and clueless,
we went for it and ventured
into the vast Maasai Steppe in
northwestern Tanzania, following

a road that isn’t on our map.
This road has now dissipated
into dozens of faint animal paths
surrounded by thorn trees that
look like mummified skeletons
hung with bits of clothing and
garbage and coated in white dust
from the daily onslaught of windwhipped sand. Random, battered
huts poke through the dust but we
see no other signs of life.
Just as we’re about to throw
caution into the face-pelting
wind and guess which way to
go, salvation putters up on a little
Yamaha DT175 dirtbike with a
leopard-skin seat. He sports a

bushy beard, no bottom teeth,
and a thick wool toque under his
helmet.
“Where are you moving to?” he
asks. We show him our scribbled
list of directions – written in Swahili
by the park guides – and chat in
charades and broken English.
“Okay, no problem,” he grins. “We
will move together. Do you have
water?”
Christina and I look at each
other and laugh, then give our
saviour a drink.
We are in Africa for one reason:
to ride our motorcycles into remote
regions and deliver insecticidetreated mosquito nets to villagers
who live far outside of normal
distribution routes. Through our
tiny organization called Motos
Against Malaria, we’re striving to
prevent the disease that took my
brother’s life in 1999. Our mission
is simple – put up a net over a
child’s bed and potentially save

a life. No medical procedures,
no expensive drugs, just
an inexpensive means of
prevention.
It’s taken us six months to
reach this dusty crossroads in
Tanzania but now, in a desolate,
grief-stricken landscape, we
are able to begin fulfilling our
goal. Finally, we’re packing nets.
Only twenty (as many as we
can cram into our saddlebags),
but we know where to meet
a suppiler and we’re ready to
start, one net at a time.
Motoring along, the
landscape soon swallows us
in a murky bowl of grey, black
and brown. We freewheel
across the sprawling expanse
of nothingness, screaming in
exhilaration and trying to stay
on pace with our “guide,” whose
name we can’t pronounce.
Without him this is a roadless
no man’s land and we’re just
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT: SOMETIMES IT’S A
STEEP, ICY LEARNING CURVE.
Where we work, some people like stairs. Others prefer the elevator.
Then there’s Andrew McClean. Shown here in the Southern New Zealand
Alps, he skis down what other people rappel. His exploits have taught
us a thing or two about designing parkas, packs, tents and gear for those
who routinely challenge nature’s worst. Like Andrew, we never take the
easy route. But some of us see no shame in pushing the ‘down’ button.

Todd Lawson attempts to clean up his act in Tanzania.

meat for the hyenas. Massive
baobab trees stand guard over
the steppe and we pass women
carrying calabashes full of muddy
water collected from shallow wells
and muscled Maasai tribesmen
riding one-speed bicycles with
large bows and quivers of arrows
strapped across their backs. I
stop to ask one of them if I can
take a photograph, but he backs
away nervously, using his bike as
a shield.
In one full day of off-roading
with our guide we cover what
could have taken three days alone.
We stop only once, briefly, for a pitstop in a small village to eat cold
rice, beans and a big boiled turkey
leg. Three exhausting hours later
we arrive at our saviour’s village.
“We go home,” is all he says.
At home the first things we
notice are two ripped-to-shreds
mosquito nets hanging outside.
“We have malaria here, much
malaria in the season,” he tells
us. “There are many suffering.”
Christina explains about our
humanitarian adventure and we
give three new nets to him and
his children — a small token
of appreciation for getting us
here unscathed.
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“I thank you velly much,” he
says, although we are the ones
feeling grateful. “You will have
no problem. The road is rough,
but the road is there. Just follow
straight. Don’t deviate!” He waves
as we ride away. “Safari Njema!”
Good journey.
Blasting through Burundi
The customs and immigration
official drinking beer on duty
doesn’t bother us. Nor does the
fact that the interior of the official
border post doesn’t resemble a
government building whatsoever.
What bothers us is the three-day
visa he issues us. This has never
happened to us before, but now
we’re under the gun. Burundi is
one of the world’s smallest and
poorest countries, and we’ve only
got three days. Even so, we are not
prepared for what comes next.
As soon as our tires roll to a
stop, we are engulfed in a ball of
screaming, shoving and laughing
mayhem. Whiteys are pretty rare
in these parts.
“Mzungu! Mzungu!” they sing
and shout, followed by the three
English words that most Burundian
children have fluency with: “Give
me money, give me money!”
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A grateful woman
in Uganda.

Photo: Chris Figenshau
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I am healthy

... Naturally

healthy solutions for the whole family

705.446.3030
www.goodhealthmart.com
Open Monday to Saturday 9am - 6pm

w w w . t h e b e s t y o u . c o m
Bring out your confidence

“Mzungu! Mzungu!”

discover a whole new you...

By day’s end, cloaked in a
thick suit of orange, flour-fine
sand, we find a small village high
in the hills where a family invites
us to stay inside. Throngs of dusty
children, red rust-coloured like
the rooftops, clamber around the
bikes. Then an argument breaks
out with some neighbours who
discover we’re here to hang nets
over the beds of children.
“What about me?” says one
man, clearly upset. “What about
my family?”
It’s a hard pill to swallow,
but we explain that we can only
carry so many nets, and we can’t
possibly help out every person in
every village. He eventually calms
down and thanks us for helping
out his friends.
Uganda’s “Mr. Each and
Everything”
Rwanda is known as the land
of milles collines — a thousand
hills. The captivating landscape
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is so densely populated it leaves
us with no remote routes or
destinations so we ride on through
to southern Uganda, which greets
us with a sweeping, terracedhill smile as we wind high up a
series of hairpin corners hugging
a majestic country road.
In Africa, logistics are a huge
challenge. Although we plan to
distribute over 1,600 nets in
four countries, we often go long
stretches of time in between net
distributors where we can reload
our supply. In Uganda, with just
five mosquito nets left, we want to
get off the beaten path and give
them to a really deserving family.
The paved road gives way to a
narrow, two-lane track that leads
into a secluded, sustenancefarming settlement. A boisterous
man whom we soon call “Mr. Each
and Everything” explains to the
family why we’re here. He acts
as our translator and entertainer,
flailing his arms and shouting while
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At The Best You, centre for personal enhancement, we help guide you through the variety of
possible products and services to select the path to help achieve your esthetic goals.
“Did you guys see a gas
station around here?”

welcoming us to their village.
“You can feel at peace here.
You are most welcome,” he says in
perfect English. “I have told these
people that you would like to stay
here and that you are going to
help them. They tell me that you
are most welcome and they thank
you for your visit. Don’t worry,
please feel free. You can have
each and everything you want.”
We sleep peacefully, our tent
pitched on the front lawn, and
in the morning hang the last of
our nets over the beds of their
children and a sick grandfather,
banging nails into walls made of
mud and sticks. “We thank you for
what you have done for us,” says
the white-haired elder. “We shall
pray for your journey and we hope

you return one day.”
Christina and I are close to our
next net supplier; soon we will hang
over a thousand nets in northern
Uganda. We are not lost. We are
right on track. It feels good. ml

MEDICAL AESTHETICS – manicures, pedicures, facials, waxing/hair removal, makeup
applications, chemical peels, microdermabrasion, Botox, Fillers

DIY

Lawson and Tottle are still bouncing
along the ba ckroads of Africa and
ha ve raised over $5,700. You can
purchase a mosquito net online and
help out as well, without having
to sit on a vibrating motorbike
s e a t a l l d a y . To d o n a t e p l e a s e
visit AgainstMalaria.com/
motosagainstmalaria

LASER CLINIC – hair removal, skin rejuvenation, unwanted growths, vein treatments
COSMETIC SURGERY – facial plastic surgery, breast augmentation, liposuction, tummy tucks
TEETH WHITENING & DENTAL HYGIENE
SURGICAL CENTRE – state-of-the-art surgical theatres and a post-anesthetic care unit

w w w . t h e b e s t y o u . c o m

where the beauty
starts to shine

250 10th Street East, Owen Sound, Ontario
519-371-1008 1-866-333-3055
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FLY WESTJET NON-STOP DAILY
SKI FREE DAY OF ARRIVAL*

Think of it! Skiing at Big White or Silver Star is just a convenient nonstop morning flight from Toronto to Kelowna. That means with your
WestJet boarding pass you’ll be skiing free the same day at either
resort. We’re British Columbia’s most popular family resorts. Here
you will find plenty of dry, light Okanagan champagne powder,
hundreds of runs, lots of high-speed quads and six-packs that service
over 5,000ft. combined vertical! As for accommodation, choose

from full-service hotels, luxury condominiums, beautifully appointed
executive cabins and vacation homes. Add a private hot tub or pool
for the kids! The views are awesome, the average temperature is
-5°C, and there are many restaurants, pubs, shopping and much,
much more! We have two perfect family owned resorts in the heart
of the Okanagan for your next ski or snowboard escape. Call us today, we’re only five and a half hours from Toronto Pearson to Condo.

FROM TORONTO

FROM

Air, 5 Nights, 4 Day Lift
Big White Central Reservations 1-800-663-2772
Silver Star Holidays
1-800-663-4431

832

$

cenres@bigwhite.com
info@skisilverstar.com

Subject to availability, some restrictions apply and taxes and airline surcharges additional. Package price will vary depending on airfare at time of booking, unit type selected and arrival dates.
Contact us to create your custom holiday. Big White package is per person, based on 2 adults/2 children under 12 staying in a 1 bedroom Deluxe plus unit with private hot tub. Silver Star package is per person,
based on 2 adults/2 children under 12 staying in a one-bedroom Deluxe plus alcove at Silver Star Club Resort. Please quote TF at time of booking. *Ski Free offer is only valid on the same day you fly.
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wellness

PROMOTION

SEVEN COLD
AND FLU FIGHTERS

Staying
Hydrated

• Taking ECHINACEA purpurea
supplements at the first signs of
a sniffle may help to strengthen
the immune system and relieve
or prevent symptoms associated
with colds.
• North American GINSENG
has been gaining popularity
with researchers for its
immune-boosting functions
and cold/flu prevention. Each
different type of ginseng yields
different results, so read labels
carefully.

Boost Your
Inner Superhero

By e ste r o’n e i l l
I l l u strati o n by R i c k S ea lo c k

Face cold and flu season armed with these
easy-to-follow immune system support tips
As the temperature drops during winter months so too does our ability to fight off colds and flus. The rush
of the holiday season, stressful year-end schedules, and increased exposure to germs, bacteria and viruses
all take a toll on one of the most important systems in our bodies: the immune system. This fascinating and
complex system’s primary goal is fighting off infection like a superhero. And even the most powerful of
superheroes need a little help sometimes. Supporting the immune system is critical to good health. Just in
time for cold and flu season here are a few tips to keep your inner superhero in peak condition.
TOP THREE NATURAL PICKS TO BOOST IMMUNITY
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WATER

DEEP SLEEP

MODERATE MOTION

Recent research has linked
the spread of the flu to winter’s
low humidity. The theory is that
germ-heavy moisture from
coughs and sneezes floats in
dry air making it easy to inhale.
Waterlogged from moist air,
these same germs fall to the
ground making them less likely
to be inhaled. Low humidity
in the air also dries out
mucous membranes in noses
and throats, the body’s first
defense against germs. Install
a humidifier in your home and
drink six to eight glasses of
water each day to keep those
nasty germs grounded.

Vitally important for optimal
immune system function, it’s no
mystery why we need more sleep
when sick. During deep sleep,
the immune system kicks in and
becomes active, sending virusand bacteria-fighting organisms
out into the bloodstream to do
their job. Once again, the words of
our mothers ring true and “getting
a good night’s sleep” is key to
preventing colds and flus. Seven
to eight hours of deep sleep is
recommended.

Cold temperatures can be the
best excuse to skip out on your
regular exercise routine. But
for the sake of your immune
system, get out there and
move. Thirty minutes a day of
moderate exercise keeps you
primed to stave off nasty colds
and flus. Increasing your heart
rate ups circulation, particularly
of white blood cells, so those
germ-destroying cells are out
there hunting and destroying
when you need them to.
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•High STRESS levels decrease
immune function. A reasonableto-attain schedule and high
spirits help keep infections
at bay.
• Wh i l e t h e r e i s n o d i r e c t
evidence that CHICKEN SOUP
boosts immunity or prevents
colds or the flu, the simple
comfort of a bowl of steamy
soup boosts emotional wellbeing and sometimes that’s all
you need.
•A staple in Chinese
medicine, MUSHROOMS are
powerful immune boosters,
particularly shiitake, maitake
and reishi varieties. Simmer
dried mushrooms in soup for
a supercharged flu-fighting
tonic.
•VITAM I N C enhances the
function of white blood cells
and may help to reduce the
frequency, duration, and severity
of the common cold.
•ZINC is well known to support
the immune system and may
inhibit the growth of the
cold virus as well as act as a
protectant against free-radical
d a m a g e . Th r o a t l o z e n g e s
containing zinc are a popular
treatment of the common cold.

The second-most important ingredient to maintain life (next to air)
is H2O. Ask Les Stroud of Survivorman or Bear Grylls of Man vs. Wild:
Water is one of the most important things you need to stay alive in the
wild. Water comprises 55-78% of our body – a very significant amount
that needs to be replenished throughout the day. Water’s purposes are
many. For example, it is a carrier for important nutrients, hormones, etc.,
helps with the excretion of waste by-products and other toxins, and it
regulates our body’s temperature to maintain homeostasis.
How do you stay hydrated? Let’s face it: water is the purest drink
and there are no calories to count! Drinking eight by eight (that is, eight
glasses of water by eight p.m.) is recommended but you can achieve
optimal hydration by drinking almost any other beverage too (alcohol is
excluded because it actually has a reverse effect on the body). Some of
you may be happy to hear that your regular coffee consumption counts
towards your hydration (according to Center for Human Nutrition in
Omaha). However, caffeinated drinks are not the most beneficial for your
body and too much can noticeably affect your health (according to the
Mayo Clinic). Sometimes, you may not even feel thirsty or have the urge
to drink water, but be careful that your body hasn’t adjusted to a state of
dehydration. Thirst is slow to develop, so hydrate your body on a regular
basis and aim for the recommended intake of water per day. When you
feel thirsty, your body is telling you that you’re already dehydrated.
At spas, being hydrated is a big part of the experience. You may have
heard of the benefits of drinking plenty of water after your massage
to assist in the excretion of toxins, however, being hydrated prior to
a treatment is just as important. Hydrating your muscle tissue for
your massage may help your muscle tension release easier with less
discomfort, which in the end, is more relaxing for you and easier on
the therapist. The next time you go to your massage, drink some water
before your session, and more afterwards.
In Collingwood we also have the unique Scandinavian Bath
experience at Le Scandinave Spa™ Blue Mountain. This experience is
all about water and staying hydrated while you use the heated baths,
sauna and steam room. It is easy to become dehydrated when we are
frequently changing the temperature of our body through the sequence
of the Scandinavian Bath activity (i.e., heating our bodies up, then taking
a quick cold plunge).
Some tips to stay hydrated include limiting your time in hot
environments to 5-10 minutes each, and drinking plenty of water or
herbal tea before and after to replace fluids lost during the experience.
The sweat glands can secrete up to 30 grams of sweat per minute,
or almost one pint per 15 minutes. Fatigue and other indications of
dehydration can occur with as little as 1 to 2% loss in body weight.
Sometimes this can lead to a wicked headache. The main thing to keep
in mind is to relax and enjoy the experience. Do not push your body
beyond its comfort level; the point is not to sweat it out the longest, but
to allow your mind and body to luxuriate in this health-enhancing and
invigorating environment.
Ultimately, we need to consider what is best for our bodies and minds
everyday. Drinking water to stay well hydrated keeps us healthy and
nourished. Drink up and live strong!
Paul Phillips, RMT
Le Scandinave Spa™ Blue Mountain
152 Grey Rd. 21, Collingwood, 705.443.8484
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Toffee Coffee looks delicious…
because it is.

Après Drinks

By Ester O’Neill
Photography by Colin Field

Whether it’s après-ski, après snow-forts, après-dinner or aprèsnothing in particular, raise a steaming mug to hot drinks: the simple
and sweet way to celebrate winter.
My mom always greeted my brother and I with huge mugs of hot chocolate piled high with marshmallows
after our afternoon spent playing in the snow. We would strip out of our soggy snowsuits, toss water-logged
mittens onto the floor and scramble into the kitchen to wrap our frosty fingers around steaming mugs. Some
things never change – hot drinks are still my favourite way to come in from the cold (the only difference is
that now I prefer my hot chocolate with brandy instead of marshmallows). So whether it’s après-ski, après
snow-forts, après-dinner or après-nothing in particular, raise a steaming mug to hot drinks: the simple and
sweet way to celebrate winter.
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Photo by Glenn Abuja
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Blue Mountain’s Genuine Irish Pub in the heart of the Village

Chai on the left, hot chocolate
on the right, good times all around.
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Toffee Coffee
This potent after-dinner drink is
strong enough for the adultest
of the adults but the crunchy
candy topping pleases the kid in
all of us.

Chai
Simmering spices fill the house
with scents of the exotic east.
Perfect for a blustery afternoon
spent watching snow whirl and
twirl.

1 cup strong-brewed dark-roast
coffee
1 oz bourbon
1/2 oz Kahlúa
1/4 oz Grand Marnier
1 oz cream
Whipped cream
Skor bits
Mix coffee, bourbon, Kahlúa,
Grand Marnier, and cream in a
glass or mug. Top with whipped
cream and Skor bits.

1 cup water
¾ cup milk
2 tea bags, preferably Darjeeling
1 ½ tsp sugar
2 tbsp pistachios
1 cinnamon stick
3 green cardamom pods,
crushed
3 whole cloves
1 star anise, optional
Pinch ground ginger and ground
nutmeg
Combine all the ingredients in
saucepan and bring to boil, reduce
the heat and simmer for 3 to 5
minutes. Remove from heat, cover
and let stand for 5 minutes. Strain
into 2 glasses.
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Hot Chocolate
Rich, dark and delicious, the way
hot chocolate is meant to be. Add
a shot of brandy for an extraspecial adults-only treat.
2 oz dark chocolate, chopped
1 oz milk chocolate, chopped
1 ¼ cup milk
¾ cup water
¼ tsp vanilla
Pinch ground cinnamon
Marshmallows
In saucepan, melt the dark and
milk chocolates in the milk and
w a t e r o v e r l o w h e a t . Wh e n
chocolate is melted, bring to boil,
whisking constantly until smooth
and frothy. Pour into 2 mugs. Top
with marshmallows. ml

- Live music every night on our Guinness stage

- Private function rooms available for 12-250

- 20 beers on tap from around the world

- Great pub grub all day and evening

- Rockin’ patio with panoramic views

P r o m oti o n

feature r estau rants

The Mill Cafe  
One of Thornbury’s best-known casual
fine dining experiences. Located on
the banks of the Beaver River and
overlooking the dam and mill pond, the
exceptional location matches perfectly
with the diverse and innovative menu.
The Mill Café is a unique experience
for those seeking to combine great
food with a comfortable environment.
519.599.7866

Copper Blues  
The first restaurant to open in the
Village at Blue, Copper Blues is a true
Village pioneer. Featuring a casual
yet sophisticated menu for lunch and
dinner daily, diners can enjoy AAA
steaks and seafood, wild game and
much more. Copper Blues boasts a
spectacular view of the Mountain and
of Village events plaza.
705.446.2643

reed’s restaurant•bar
Located on an historic downtown
site with Meaford’s largest patio,
reeds restaurant.bar offers an exciting
option to Bay area dining. With an
eve r - c h a n g i n g m e n u fea tu r i n g
seasonal, locally sourced foods, Chef
Jesse Reed and Chef de Cuisine Jeff
Allen use thoughtful cooking to deliver
a rewarding dining experience. Lunch
& dinner, Tues – Sat. Sunday brunch.
519.538.0009

Oliver & Bonacini Café Grill
This exciting Blue Mountain eatery in
the upscale Westin Trillium House is
custom-built for full-service mountain
dining, as well as some seriously
indulgent culinary experiences.
Menu offerings include extensive à
la carte breakfast, lunch and dinner
selections featuring freshly prepared
soups, salads, sandwiches, pastas,
fire-roasted pizzas and a wide-ranging
offering from the grill.
oliverbonacini.com
705.444.8680

3 Guys and a Stove
3 Guys offers quality dining with
an international flare in a casual
atmosphere in the Village at Blue
Mountain. The menu takes simple,
often familiar foods from around
the world and adds a twist. Celebrity
chef and owner Jeff Suddaby aims
for multilevel flavour and seasoning
and good food for those with active
lifestyles. In Jeff’s own words, “we
serve diners who want a higher quality
of dining but don’t want to get dressed
up to enjoy it.”
3guysandastove.com
705.446.3595   

Firehall Pizza  
Village icon Firehall Pizza Co. is a
family favourite. The casual authentic
Italian menu has something for every
palate. With pizzas ranging from
the traditional, (pepperoni) to the
exotic (curried chicken) Firehall offers
something new each time you visit.
705.444.0611

Kaytoo
Located in the bright yellow Mill Pond
Boathouse, Kaytoo is hard to miss in
the Village at Blue Mountain. Kaytoo
explores what it means to be Canadian
through its coast-to-coast inspired
menu. With an outstanding three-level
patio right on the Mill Pond, Kaytoo is
one of the Village’s busiest spots.
705.445.4100

The Stuffed Peasant
If you’re looking for a delicious meal
in an intimate setting, The Stuffed
Peasant is the place. Join proprietorchef Scott Carter and his friendly staff
for a delightful evening of expertly
prepared food and an excellent bottle
of wine. Open for dinner Tuesday
t h ro u g h Sa tu rd ay f ro m 5 to 1 0
pm, please call for reservations.
Downtown Collingwood location.
705.445.6957.

The Falls Inn
The village of Walter’s Falls is a quick
drive down Grey Road 40 off Highway
26. In the heart of this milling community
is a 45-foot waterfall overlooked by the
dining room and patio at The Falls
Inn, an Ontario’s Finest Inns member.
Perfect for special occasions or a casual
adventure, the chef-created menus
offer rustic country fare from locally
produced ingredients.
thefallsinn.com
519.794.4388, 1.866.204.0814

Zencha Tea Bar
Start your journey to health and
well-being at Zencha Tea Bar. We
offer a comprehensive menu of
premium loose leaf teas from around
the globe, gourmet soups, salads,
rice bowls, sandwiches and award
winning desserts, served up in a warm,
relaxing Asian-influenced interior.
While enjoying one of our unique
chai lattes, choose from carefully
selected locally and nationally crafted
teawares.
705.446.0096

Georgian Manor
Georgian Manor Resort on the west
side of Collingwood (Highway 26) is
known primarily as a private vacation
retreat, but its exquisite hotel rooms
and restaurant are open to the public.
The Manor Room offers such delicious
fare as grilled salmon, rack of lamb,
ribs and seafood penne. A Breakfast
Buffet is served on weekends.
georgianmanorresort.com
1.800.482.7894
or 705.445.9422

Twist Martini & Wine Lounge
Located in Seasons at Blue, in the
Blue Mountain Village, Twist is a
rustic-chic lounge with flavours of
the city and country packed into
one exciting venue. With a tapas
style internationally inspired menu,
extensive martini & wine list, and Blue
Mountain’s only bottle service, Twist
strikes the perfect balance between
après drinks, casual fine dining and
DJ & dancing.
twistmartinilounge.com
705.445.5000

Azzurra Trattoria
A blue gem in downtown Collingwood,
Azzurra has a longstanding reputation
for blending classic Italian dishes with
up-market contemporary cuisine.
Pastas, desserts and pastries are
crafted in-house with fresh, seasonal
ingredients. Warm terra cotta tile and
timeworn wood under candlelight
frame a fine collection of Canadian
landscape art. “Pranzo Italiano”
dinners are a lively and unique way to
accommodate larger tables.
azzurra.ca
705.445.7771

Tholos
The spectacular old-world charm and
warmth of the Greek island of Crete
is now in the heart of the Village at
Blue. Meaning “dome” or “vaulted
space,” Tholos fittingly describes
the high ceilings featured in this
Greek/Mediterranean restaurant.
Entertainment including live music
and belly dancing, plus a medley of
Mediterranean delicacies, set the
stage for a dining experience you
won’t soon forget.
info@tholos.ca
705.443.8311

Bridges Tavern
Located in the area’s first brick
mansion, Bridges Tavern has been
recently renovated and re-opened with
a refreshed atmosphere of warmth,
friendliness and sophistication. Casual
dining menu items include Grilled
herbed calamari, Bridges baby back
ribs braised in Peeler cider, Chicken
flatbread pizza and many more. Live
music, monthly DJ events, private
functions, parties welcome.
bridgestavern.com
519.599.2217

Raven Grill
Located in the heart of the famous
Lora Bay fairways, Raven Grill offers
casual yet elegant menu choices
prepared by Executive Chef Geoff
Kitt. Reservations recommended.
Also choose from an exciting selection
of special wine-tasting dinners, jazz
brunches and themed cooking classes.
The spacious Raven Grill is ideal for
corporate groups or private parties
from 12-200 people.
519.599.7500

Tesoro
Tesoro is best known for its gourmet
thin crust pizza fresh from the oven,
Sicilian meatballs, spicy Penne Arabiatta
and Veal Parmagiano. Tesoro Mercato
is attached, offering homemade
entrees such as Towering Lasagna,
Stuffed Shells, Chicken Pot Pies and
fresh pastas. Tesoro can cater private
functions from parties of 10 to 100.
tesoro@bellnet.ca
705.444.9230

Alphorn
The Alphorn is a Craigleith tradition
with its award-winning wiener schnitzel,
which was named the best in Canada by
Ski Canada magazine. Other traditional
Swiss dishes include cheese and beef
fondue, trout, chicken, steaks, and the
Swiss appetizers raclette and hearts
of palm salad. All this and the eclectic
interior have helped make the Alphorn
a local landmark.
705.445.8882

The Leeky Canoe Pub & Eatery
Meaford’s Leeky boasts a friendly,
warm atmosphere and a big menu of
gourmet pub fare with a difference.
Choose from crowd-pleasing
appetizers and hearty mains with
generous portions. The Leeky is
famous for its steaks, chicken, Leeky
Soup, Mandori wrap, fajitas, wings,
Canoe ribs, and lots of creatively
delicious ideas for standards such as
pizzas, burgers, pasta and sandwiches.
519.538.1377

Cafe Chartreuse
Cafe Chartreuse is a European-style
café open Wed-Mon 8am-5pm (closed
Tuesday). Open for Après Ski Fondue
dinners Jan-Mar Fri & Sat evenings 6-9
pm. Watch our chalkboard menu for
fresh from-scratch ingredients for our
daily changing menu. Fully licensed – we
also have gourmet frozen prepared
foods as well as our Marche Chartreuse
of specialty food items.
cafechartreuse.com
705.444.0099  

Green Mango Tree Thai Fusion  
Downtown Collingwood’s Thai food
hotspot offers favourites such as
Lemongrass beef short ribs, Shrimp
curry and Spring rolls stuffed with
pork, shrimp or veggies and rolled in
rice paper with a delicious house lime
sauce. Other dishes include Tom yum
soup, Chicken curry, Thai fried rice and
Tamarind shrimp. Signature dishes are
offered along with vegetarian options.
705.719.7888

Chez Michel
Nestled in a century building on the
main street of Creemore, Chez Michel
is a French country restaurant that
dresses itself in the bright colours of
Provence and prides itself on exquisite
food and excellent customer service.
You’ll be thrilled by Chez Michel’s
classic French cuisine, desserts and
extensive selection of fine wine.
chezmichel.ca
705.466.3331

Windy O’ Neills Irish Pub
In the heart of the Village at Blue
Mountain, the true Irish atmosphere
will have you unwinding with one of
our 17 draft beers. Our hearty pub fare
is all you’ll need, from our famous Fish
’n chips to our traditional Irish stew to
the Windy’s mixed grill or signature
steak.
windyoneills.com
705.446.9989

Mountain Shores Pizza
Mountain Shores Pizza is located off
Highway 26, beside the Shell station in
Craigleith. Loaded with a tangy basilscented tomato sauce, green olives,
smoked ham, bacon and cheese,
and a mouth-watering combination
of Don and Carol’s current favourite
ingredients, this is exactly how pizza
is supposed to be. Mountain Shores
also caters.
705.445.8047
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High windows indeed... clerestory even.

High Windows

Barnboard meets brushed aluminum in this
low-impact home with the best view in the county
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By N e d M o r g a n
p h oto g r a p h y by G l e n Ha r r i s
& Coli n Fi e ld

mountainhomes

search it. find it. live it.
Go online to find a complete listing of condos in the Collingwood-Blue Mountain zone!
Contact Ed Pakstas* direct: 705-444-0060 or 888-444-0083
Sutton On the Bay Realty Ltd. (Brokerage)
Independently Owned and Operated
*Broker – serving the real estate industry since 1990

”

Judy
k
s
A
st

“Ju
The kitchen, master bedroom
and office. Tough livin’.

Innovation is often inspired by
the past. In a new home perched
on the edge of the Beaver Valley,
this phenomenon couldn’t be more
visible. Here, an endangered oldworld structure – the timber plank
barn – has been reinvented.
Barns may have looked modern
when first raised in the mid- to
late-nineteenth century but today,
as their numbers dwindle, they
blend serenely into our landscape.
Our agrarian forbears built their
barns with local materials and
labour in support of small-scale,
self-sufficient economies: The
ultimate “100-Mile” building.
The roomy bungalow in rural
Epping is a nod to this tradition
and an updating of it. The familiar
elephant-grey weathering and
68
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rough feel of the barnb oard
siding and battered, notched barn
beams line the porch, contrasting
the clean lines of the structure
and the contemporary sleekness
of its brushed-aluminum window
frames and commercial doors.
With its overhanging eaves,
horizontal lines, open interior and
clerestory windows, the house
– designed by Connie Braemer,
general contractor Dalton Beachli
of Little River Building Company,
and the owners – resembles
the Prairie Style of architecture
popularized by Frank Lloyd Wright
in the Midwestern U.S. in the early
twentieth century. Prairie Style was
part of the broadly defined Organic
architecture, a term coined by
Wright to denote, among other

things, buildings that complement
their natural surroundings.
A few dozen steps from the
Bruce Trail, the house fittingly
maintains its low impact on the
environment. “We limited resource
consumption by using the existing
foundation, using reclaimed
materials, and using material such
as the steel roof which after its
useful life can be recycled rather
than thrown in a landfill,” says
Dalton Beachli.
Beachli rescued the elm and
hemlock porch beams from a
collapsed barn on the property.
The barnboard siding (mostly
pine, some hemlock) came from
PR Antique Products in nearby
Rocklyn. Preparing the barnboard
for its new life was lab our-

PAINTING

RESIDENTIAL – COMMERCIAL
INTERIOR – EXTERIOR

Wood Finishing

And so much more...

519.599.2736
Judy Martin
justaskjudy.ca

mountainhomes
Your source for healthy,
non-toxic, environmentally
friendly products.
AFM Safecoat provides building
and maintenance products that
create a safe, non-toxic environment.
Offering a variety of options for even the
most chemically sensitive/environmentally
ill- paint, stains, clear coats, sealers,
cleaners and more.
American Clay Natural Earth Plaster is
made from a unique combination of clays,
reclaimed aggregates and natural pigments.
100% Natural * VOC Free * Non-Toxic
Mold- Resistant * Moisture Controlling
temperature buffering * Absorbs Odors
Non-Fading * Easy to Use and Repair
European in design, Organic in Nature
- Natural Rubber core: no latex or
synthetic fillers
- Pure Wool: flame retardant; resistant to
mold, mildew, mites and bacteria; regulates
body temperature; absorbs moisture
-Organic cotton, hand picked for purity

Macdonald’s Countrywide
FURNITURE & APPLIANCES

206518 HWY 26 E, MEAFORD
(519) 538-1620 or 1-800-265-3172
macdonaldsfurniture.com
meaford.ca

STORE HOURS:
MON-SAT: 9-5:30 • FRI: 9-8:30 • SUN: 11-4

Exactly 144 steps from the Bruce Tail.

Open Wednesday, Thursday, Friday 8-4, Saturday 10-4
other days/times by appointment ; shipping available weekdays.
121 Old Highway #26, just west of Thornbury, Ontario

info@ecoinhabit.com 1.888.538.0777

www.ecoinhabit.com

The living room.

Collingwood
393 First Street, Suite 100

www.cedarport.ca
intensive. “Since we applied the
boards horizontally, we had to
make sure that water couldn’t get
in behind, so we had it custommilled for consistent thickness
and shiplapped each edge so
the board on top overlaps the
board below.”
In another nod to nineteenthcentury craft, stonemason John
Davies built the interior kitchen
wall from fieldstones recovered
from tumbledown fences on the
property, and landscape designers
Landmark Design built matching
walls near the main entrance.
Inside the house, the lowimpact philosophy continues. The
exposed concrete floor in the
mudroom and bathroom cancelled
the need for tile. The kitchen,
office, master bedroom and living
room boast a locally sourced floor

mountain life

(705) 445.5454

collingwood@chestnutpark.com

Toronto • Prince Edward County • Muskoka • Erin/Caledon

A fieldstone interior wall.
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Lucille Wheeler Crescent

of pine (a fast-growing softwood).
To use space efficiently within
the smaller building envelope,
JTI Woodworking of Thornbury
fashioned intricate, even
ingenious, millwork closets and
bunk beds.
The Valley-top site is ideal
for a wind turbine and the
house is wired for both wind
and solar. Heating and cooling
is geothermal, with loops dug
under the adjacent field. The
aluminum-extruded windows
are recyclable, unlike the more

common PVC. The numerous
windows obviate the need for
electric light during the day while
their southerly orientation collects
solar heat in winter. In summer,
the reflective (and also recyclable)
steel roof reduces heat gain.
Standing in the living room,
one’s eye is continually drawn
outward through the floor-toceiling windows to the deep
plunge of the Valley below.
Among the barns, fields, trees
and Escarpment outcroppings,
this house feels right at home. ml

$1,295,000 Spectacular newly built chalet in a fabulous location. A seven bedroom, six bath home
with post and beam custom construction and a view
of Happy Valley ski run. Walk to the Village and the
Blue Mountain Inn. Features are too numerous to
mention! Simon Williams* 705-888-3126

Planning for the future

New home construction or replacement

$589,900 Perfect for a large active family and home
based business. Upscale, solid brick & custom built
on an established cul-de-sac. 3200 finished sq ft, 4
bdrms, 4 bths, hardwood flrs, solid oak doors and
trim, professionally landscaped grounds, southern exposure and dble car garage. 7 mins to the ski slopes.

Shelly
Paul**

705.888.0225

www.shellypaul.com
**Broker

shellypaul@chestnutpark.com

Pride of Quality Craftsmanship

$1,195,000 New home w/5 bdrms/5 bths, hemlock
& slate flring, custom kit, 2nd upper deck,CAT 5
wiring. Central Great rm w/frplce opens onto deck.
Views over the 12th green at Lora Bay, Niagara
Escarpment & Pond w/environmentally protected
land as your neighbour. Shelly Paul **

Enjoy Lighthouse Point

$349,000 3 bdrm condo with many upgrades, new
flring & bthrm vanities. Partial water view from
the din rm. Private patio, outdoor ski/sport locker
and 30 ft. boat slip with new dock in a spectacular marina. Full privileges to the marina & recreation centre. Simon Williams* 705-888-3126

Simon
Williams*
705.888.3126

simonwilliams@chestnutpark.com
* Sales Representative

Ski
Guide
Charles Grant sending his Park and Pipe skis.
JEFF KING PHOTO

To day ’ s ski bu y er is faced with a bewilderi n g e x cess o f ch o ice . Fat skis ,
race skis , carvi n g skis – it ’ s to ugh to k n o w which ski yo u actually n eed .
B e yo n d that, updati n g yo ur skis ever y y ear is a price y addicti o n .
The truth is that technology can make you a better skier. While two-time World Hot Dog Ski champion
Glen Plake still rocks the straight ski, you have to admit to yourself that you are not, and never will be, Glen
Plake. No amount of hair gel will make you Glen Plake and skiing on your 13-year-old 230-cm skis will not
optimize your performance. So step up to the ski racks, check out some new gear and ask your local retailer
what’s best for you. As long as it’s done right, it’s the kind of purchase that no one ever regrets.
We could bore you with pages of meaningless numbers and tiny images of the skis available on the
market, but instead we’re going to give you an idea of what’s out there, and what they’re used for.
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Ski
Guide
Women’s (Roxy Broomstix $699)
Never before have women had this much choice. Finally realizing that females make up at least half of the
ski population (except in any ski town, where the female-to-male ratio is generally 1-27), ski manufacturers
are offering more choice than ever. The Broomstix is Roxy’s park and pipe offering and if you’re a fan of
Midland’s Sarah Burke then you know this is the ski that led her to an X-Games gold last year.
Women’s skis put the bindings a bit farther forward to compensate for a lower centre of gravity. They also
flex more, making it easier to initiate a turn. Not to say that women’s skis are for women only – we know of at
least one male Canadian ski magazine editor who prefers women’s skis (no, we’re not mentioning names).

Fat (K2 HellBent $800)
Over the past couple of years a few manufacturers have released some seemingly ridiculous skis. The
HellBent is a good example. While it still has a traditional sidecut, the camber is backwards, making it look
like a clown shoe on a flat surface. Oh, plus it’s 15 cm wide at the tip.
What’s the point of a ski like this? Powder. Lots and lots of powder. The idea comes from the surf world
where rocker lines – which have a similar profile to reverse camber skis – displace water to provide buoyancy.
Which is exactly what you want to do in powder. And they work; just don’t expect them to do much on icy
groomers.
The HellBent is probably best left for trips out West when you know you’ll get the goods. Unless you’re
really, really optimistic and believe you’ll be able to get enough speed on the mellow slope of the Orchards
for a faceshot.

Greg Sturch squeezes in some rare powder turns at Blue Mountain.
Peter Maclachlan photo.

Park and Pipe (Salomon Teneighty $549.95)
Believe it or not, the twin tip ski has now been around for ten years. And this is the tenth anniversary
edition of the ski that started it all: the Salomon Teneighty. Originally a Mike Douglas and Steve Fearing idea
that ski manufacturers scoffed at, this is the ski that took the sport from knit sweater, day-glo, European
fashion sense all the way to the X-Games. Whether or not it single-handedly saved skiing is tough to say, but
it made the sport what it is today. Now landing switch (backwards) or taking off switch are all in the realm of
possibility. Made to flex with the transition of the halfpipe or take the abuse of rails, park-and-pipe skis are
now the number-one seller. Thank you, Teneighty.

Telemark (Rossignol Sick Bird $750)
The saying goes that if you free your heel, the mind will follow. Not necessarily true, because when
you’re learning to telemark, freeing your heel often leads to smashing your kneecap while simultaneously
experiencing the burning quads of an Olympic weightlifter. But, to turn another phrase, nothing ventured,
nothing gained. And while the often icy snowpack of Ontario is not ideal for telemark skis, it’s still a fun way
to challenge yourself and learn something new.
The Rossignol Sick Bird is a classic tele ski that has withstood the test of time. And when the confused
liftie at Blue asks if your skis have steel edges you can confidently respond that yes, in fact, Rossi Sick Birds
do have steel edges.

Ah, sweet corduroy.
Richard Roth photo
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Ski
Guide
Big-Mountain (Völkl Gotama $800)
Big mountain skis are a blast. Wide, with a large turning radius and aggressive flex pattern, big mountain
skis really do chew it up and spit it out. You can bounce over sun-crusted areas, blow right through soft moguls
and float up on top of the powder. They’re the monster truck of skis. They’ll also rip up a groomer.
The Völkl Gotama is a proven classic. Völkl’s original backcountry twin tip, the Gotama is a ski-town
favourite out West and with a redesigned top-sheet, they look pretty damn good, too.
If straightlining Spectacular is all you want to do, then, yes, this is a good Ontario ski.

Slalom ballet? What kind of ski is best for that? Craiglieth FIS.
SHAWN HUTCHESON PHOTO

Junior (Head Mojo Three $290 w/ bindings)
Let’s face facts here: the first thing any kid in his/her right mind wants to do after learning the basics,
is jump. Which leads straight to the terrain park. And, in turn, leads right to the need for a good junior park
ski. Just like full-size pro models, junior park skis are flexible enough for the pipe and tough enough for the
rails, but made for the park grom.
The Head Mojo Three is available in six different lengths, so it’s great for a bunch of different ages. The
Head website promises this is the ski for kids who dream of being the next Jon Olsson. As a parent, whether
you want your kid to grow up with Olsson’s fashion sense is questionable (hot pink jacket and pants, anyone?),
but his bank account and Monaco address would make any parent proud. Check out some footage of Olsson
at mountainlifemagazine.ca
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Race (Atomic GS12pb $1449 w/ bindings)
If we were more into racing, we could probably guess what the p, b and 12 stand for in Atomic’s race
offering. But we’re not. What we do know is that these skis have a bunch of technological, trademarked,
proprietary features that probably mean something to someone, somewhere.
If you’re in the market for some race skis, well, it’s probably better to look to your coach than these pages.
According to Atomic, however, these skis are “The recipe for success if you want to be first.” So, just a guess
here: they probably go fast and they probably love groomers.

Carving (Nordica Dobermann Spitfire Pro $1449.95 w/ bindings)

All-Mountain (Fischer Cold Heat RFSP $1250 w/ bindings)

With a tighter turning radius than big mountain skis, carving skis can be a lot of fun on the Ontario slopes.
Made to dig into groomers and start turning with the slightest amount of pressure, carving skis are fun for
going fast, taking it easy, or spending a day with the family.
The Nordica Dobermann Spitfire Pro has a combination of two side-cuts and a round rather than an
oval radius. Which means turning is easy, fast and fun. While the Spitfire Pro is for the skilled, aggressive
skier, the next model down, the Spitfire, is a bit flexier for the intermediate skier. Now the only question is,
When are manufacturers going to put good-looking top-sheets on carving skis rather than racing stripe,
technology-bragging eyesores? Next year? Please?

A little wider at the waist with a slightly larger turning radius than the carving ski, the All-Mountain ski is
an industry response to many people’s desire for a one-ski quiver. Is the one-ski quiver possible? That’s a
debate for Jozo’s.
This “All-Mountain Performance Fischer Cold Heat RF SP” is a great ski if you want to ski, you guessed it,
all the mountain. From the top of the mountain to the bottom, the claim is, that this ski can do it all. Now the
only question is, Will it also be able to handle all of the Escarpment? Another Jozo’s debate begins… ml
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the

By F e et B a n ks
P h oto g ra p hy by Dave H eath

Powder
Highway

Mike Laidman lighting up at Red Mountain.

When our Mountain Life – Coast Mountains Editor Feet Banks
decided to hit up BC’s Powder Highway last year, in search of some,
ahem, powder, he wasn’t totally successful. But what he did find was a
region with some of the best skiing and good times this country has to offer.
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Geographically, the Powder Highway is actually six or seven different roads linked
together by a clever marketing campaign but it twists and winds through British
Columbia’s legendary southeastern ranges.

Eben Mond drops a knee and takes in the views at Red.

The decision to flee came quickly.
Maybe it was some long-repressed nomadic instinct or maybe I’d
had an especially tough week at the office but regardless it was time to
hit the road and get some decent skiing in. I’d been hearing whispers
of this road-trip-in-a-can, a magical highway where it never stops
snowing, everyone rides hard, and they don’t even bother putting up
the lift mazes on weekdays – some mythical place that called itself the
Powder Highway.
Geographically, the Powder Highway is actually six or seven
different roads linked together by a clever marketing campaign but it
twists and winds through British Columbia’s legendary southeastern
ranges – the Rockies, Purcells, Monashees and Selkirks – and winds
up in the Kootenays, where the snow is deep, the mountains huge and
the lift lines almost non-existent.
I needed accomplices and a vehicle. Photographer Mark Gribbon is
always ready for ten days of eating beef jerky for breakfast and artist/
80
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DJ/yes-man Chili Thom drives a converted 1991 ambulance with
functioning flashers and a working IV system. Two phone calls and
150 bucks in gas later and we were heading east in search of snow,
adventure, and whatever we could dredge from the ditches of BC’s
Powder Highway.

			Golden

One hundred and sixty-five clicks west of Calgary, on the edge
of the Rockies and the Selkirks, the town of Golden is little more
than an oversized truck stop that woke up one morning and realized
it’s a town – a garbled mess of fast food joints and chain hotels. But
they’re working on it – Golden does have an impressive timber-framed
pedestrian bridge spanning the Kicking Horse River that smells
sawmill-fresh when you cross it.
Luckily, you don’t ski in the actual town and Kicking Horse

Mountain Resort impresses with 1,260 metres of vertical and 106
runs. Mainly eastern exposure benefits the snowpack – even after
multiple days of sun, the snow we found was tracked but quite soft.
With over 70 inbounds chutes, Kicking Horse has no shortage of
sustained alpine lines in places like Terminator Peak or Redemption
Ridge, although access to a couple of them looked interesting.
After six or seven runs of chopped snow we hit the Eagle’s
Eye Restaurant up top for panoramic views, well-poured Caesars
garnished with pickled asparagus, and that top-of-the-world feeling
only a sunny day in the mountains can give.
That afternoon we ducked a rope, found some snow and skipped
après. For us, the Powder Highway started on the old number one, the
TransCanada, and Revelstoke lay 148 kilometres almost due west.
By drafting semi trailers, then ‘slingshotting’ into passing lanes
and through four-lane avalanche tunnels, we made good time through
Roger’s Pass, home to some of the best roadside photo-ops in BC,

and soon enough we were in the shadow of an alpen-glowing Mount
McKenzie and the new Revelstoke Mountain Resort.

		
			Revelstoke

Revelstoke Mountain Resort is the next big thing. That’s what
I’d been hearing for years – mainly from disenfranchised Whistler
locals who’d migrated there and bought junker homes before
construction on the new gondola/highspeed quads/pedestrian
village even broke ground.
Revy had a lot of hype to live up to but there were 16-foot
snowbanks throughout town when we arrived so things looked
good. The forecast called for clear skies and warming trends although
personally, we expected nighttime flurries of Jack Daniels and
debauchery as Chili was booked to play records at The Great White
North Bar & Grill, Revy’s hotspot where a mini-cable trolley carries
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Stephanie Verot checks out the
legendary snow of Kicking Horse Resort.

Tips for the Road
#1

Heavy Metal, particularly cheesy ‘80s Hair Metal, makes for
good, start-of-trip adrenaline music.

your seatbelt. And make sure you have lots of wiper fluid
#2 Wear
for the sloppy mountain highways. Hauling ass is 90 percent

instinct but the other 10 percent is visibility, so make sure to clean
the road mung off your headlights daily.

with three dudes who’ve been eating beef jerky and red
#3 Riding
meat for half a week means flatulence will be a constant problem.
As will snoring in the hotel. Pack earplugs to solve one of these
problems.

up a hitchhiker on the way up to Whitewater and you just
#4 Pick
might get let in on some of the lesser secret zones. Nelson locs
ride hard, so be ready.

Mark Gribbon Photo
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drinks from the bar to the second-storey DJ booth.
Both forecasts were prophetic and we awoke, bleary eyed and
dry mouthed, to blue skies and warm temps. South-facing terrain
translated into a gnarly suncrust to deal with, but it didn’t even matter
because Revelstoke Mountain Resort has, by far, the best groomers
I’ve ever skied in my life – long, empty, steep and with a crapload of
cross runs and side hits to pop off, little kid-style.
You don’t even have to venture into the already-famous North
Bowl to see the potential of Revelstoke – when it snows, this place
will be epic.
And the big-money people behind Revelstoke are planning to get
much more epic, with 17 new lifts already mapped out, opening all
kinds of new bowls, ridges, and sun aspects. The North Bowl’s new
high-speed chairlift is this season’s icing on an ever-growing cake.
Phase one of a pedestrian village and a gondola extension means Revy
can now brag about having the highest vertical in North America and
they are the only resort offering lifts, helis, and cat-skiing all from the
same base.
After two snowless days of blasting corduroy, eating yam fries,
and waking up on unfamiliar couches, we had a ferry to catch and
204 kilometres of Powder Highway (which was starting to seem like
a misnomer) to cover before reaching Nelson, BC, and the heart of
the Kootenays.
		Nelson
Rumour has it there is a huge vein of underground geologic crystal
running under Nelson that pulses with a strange calming energy. This
is supposedly what attracts all the hippies. If so, it seems to attract
lots of snow as well.
The clouds had rolled in thick and dreary when we arrived at
Whitewater Winter Resort. Impressive Ymir Peak was obscured but
since clouds are one step closer to snowfall our spirits rose and we
happily stuck to the trees.
And Whitewater has trees like nowhere else – rime-crusted,
snowghost trees that loom up from the fog like something from a
horror movie. It was among those trees, on day four, that we found
our first powder of the trip – a few days old but soft and fluffy, and
with only fifty cars in the parking lot, it was all ours.
The thing to do in Whitewater is push far right off the summit chair
and into what’s called the Backside where you can rip trees and powder
all the way down to the road accessing the resort. Out of bounds, the
Backside’s a lot less nerve-wracking if you’ve got a local to lead the
way and having someone pick you up at the bottom in a car or van
saves a hefty walk, although the Koots are very hitchhiker friendly.
Whitewater is an old hill that keeps a low profile. Ymir Peak (some
truly sick-looking touring bowls up there) looms over the resort
proper, where creaky double chairs often come off the bullwheel
empty. The wood-built Fresh Tracks Cafe is more famous than the
resort itself; they publish their own gourmet cookbook and the food
here is healthy, hearty and by far the best of any ski resort in BC. Even
the chili dogs come with an assortment of condiments from banana
peppers to fresh corn salsa.
A bunch of Albertans recently bought Whitewater, so who knows
what the future holds? But the steep fall-lines and ample trees should
keep anyone happy.

Chad Sayers sails off into the Powder Highway sunset.

Revelstoke Mountain Resort has, by far, the best groomers I’ve ever skied in my life – long,
empty, steep and with a crapload of cross runs and side hits to pop off, little kid-style.

			Rossland

A historic mining town, Rossland is a two-block strip of solidlooking buildings and tall storefronts conjuring the Wild West. Sure,
the kid working in the sandwich shop has never heard of avocados
and the streets get end-of-the-world deserted at night but it doesn’t
matter because Red Mountain Resort is close enough that a really
determined person could walk there from downtown (although
Rossland feels like the kind of place where the first local to drive by
would offer you a ride).
They’ve been skiing on Red since 1896 and in the 1970s expanded
to adjoining (and bigger) Granite Mountain. Even with America (and
its tourists) just a few miles to the south, Red is the kind of hill where
you always have lots of room.
It was 9˚C and sunny in the valley the day we arrived (Feb 27)
but the next morning we hooked up with Dave, a local boarder and
kayaker, who found us some untracked powder up top – mellow trees
just outside the rope. We tore into those little snow patches like they
were the freshest we’d seen all week, which they were.
Dave assured us they usually get plenty of big dumps which
means an uncrowded hill of fantastic steeps and chutes off the peak
of Granite Mountain and whoop-dee-doop ‘monkey trails’ cutting
through the forest below. Watch for the private, on-mountain cabins
that look like they’ve been around since the turn of the last century.

Day Ten

It was Chili’s birthday and we’d been all but skunked on the
infamous Powder Highway so, in an attempt to squeeze one last bit
of excitement out of the trip we drank a bottle of Nicaraguan rum,

donned ski masks, left our IDs safely in the room at the Mountain
Hound Inn, and roamed the streets of Nelson at three in the morning
– not looking for trouble so much as looking for anything at all. It took
the cops about twenty minutes to notice us.
The Nelson police asked us, “What’s up fellas?”
“Nothing really.” I leaned in and acted casual, still masked.
“Just looking around, seeing what kind of dirty social underbelly
this place has.”
“Where are you boys from?”
“Whistler.”
“Why don’t you go home.” It wasn’t a question.
We were already halfway there, hungover and limping west on
the Powder Highway, heading for the Pacific, eating beef jerky and
silently contemplating life, adventure, and the pursuit of happiness
when the sky opened up and the first snowflakes of our trip began
tumbling from the grey skies above. Perhaps we weren’t ready for the
true potential of the Powder Highway. Perhaps it wasn’t ready for us.
But after ten days of new runs with new friends on new mountains
we admittedly had only scratched the surface. Plans were made for a
sequel adventure – Powder Highway Part II: Catskiing… ml

For a much more in-depth look at the Powder Highway and
where to stay, eat, ski and how much lift tickets cost, surf on
over to mountainlifemagazine.ca.
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Cole Drexler, Craigleith, ON.
Ralph Damman photo

Andrew Stittle, Collingwood, ON.
Richard Roth photo
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Wasaga Beach, ON.
Chris Gallow photo
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REAL

Photo: Sean Hannah

sure we parked over here.

IN ONTARIO’S YEAR-ROUND PLAYGROUND
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LIVE AT THE PEAKS. ON THE WATER.

VISIT OUR INTERACTIVE WEBSITE TO VIEW OUR CHALET PLANS & SITEPLAN
WWW.SUMMITSHORES.COM

Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. E&O.E.
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SIDE-BY-SIDE CHALET SEMIS
AFFORDABLY PRICED FROM THE LOW $300’S

Real is a special place where there are more
mountains than million-dollar condos, and the views
are as undisturbed now as a century ago. Where you’re
free from the over development found everywhere else
and the people are as real as the snow that falls here.
This is where real happens. Three of the world’s finest
ski resorts, almost 8,000 acres of terrain, all in the heart
of Canada’s Protected Playground, Banff National Park.

WWW.SKIBIG3.COM/MLM
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ALL THE SLOPES AT BLUE
LEAD TO ONE PLACE...

Working Glass

If it’s in fashion, it’s at Furbelow’s

SUNDAY EVENING JAM NIGHT
APRÉS SKI SPECIALS
TAKEOUT SERVICE
By M e l a n i e C h amb e r s
P h oto g ra p hy by G l e n H a r r i s

Beaver Valley Glassworks updates 5,000 years of craft

Check out our website
for upcoming events!
PIZZA • PASTA • PINTS
Healthy Food For Your Active Lifestyle

It’s an odd canvas for a painting: a giant glass sculpture that resembles a medieval German beer stein.
Next to it, a vase with Picasso-like cubes layered on top of one another. “We have a schizophrenic collection
in our studio,” says Mark Lewis, one half of Beaver Valley Glassworks.
And while the husband/wife team may use some of the same materials and techniques, they have
managed to update an art form with 5,000 years of history.
Tanya Zaryski and Mark Lewis use the same glass to make everything from drinking glasses and vases,
to non-functional glass art. But, perusing the shelves inside their barn studio, you can tell who made each
piece – their styles are decisively different.

furbelow’s
clothing
IN THE VILLAGE AT BLUE firehallpizza.com 705-444-0611
BEADS - GEMSTONES AND FINDINGS
HANDCRAFTED JEWELLERY
AND DICHROIC GLASS
CUSTOM WORK AND REPAIRS
CLASSES

Featuring

Birdhouse or housebird?

Koret H Juli H Gilani
Simon Chang H Ralph C.
Baltex Swimwear H Minkas
French Dressing H Spanx

Valu-Mart Plaza
Hwy 26 E, Meaford, ON
519.538.1229
coco1@bellnet.ca
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VALU-MART PLAZA
HWY 26 E, MEAFORD, ON
519.538.1229
cgsantos@rogers.com
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shoes
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bags
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519.599.5422

jewels
Monday—Sunday
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Today, glass artists are rare: in Ontario alone,
there are only between 35 to 40 glassblowing
studios and only three glassmaking schools
in Canada.

Three-thirds of Beaver Valley Glassworks.

“Tanya was born with a paint
brush in her hand,” says Lewis. “I’m
not what I would call an artist in
that sense... I’m more a craftsman
and artisan. I’m much more
interested in the optical quality of
the glass and the layering.”
If Mark is the technician, then
Tanya is the storyteller. “Sing me
a love song...” Tanya repeats the
words over and over as they appear
on a vase alongside a painting of a
Red Riding Hood figure.
“I love repeating language,”
she muses – a leftover from her
English literature background.
“And I like looking at some of the
historical references of fairy tales,
and interpretations of them.”
Her work is also a reflection
of her own imagination and
memories. On the front of what
looks like a large glass perfume
bottle, decorated with intricate
leaves, is a painting of a girl
holding a bird; it’s a 30-year-old
memory that Tanya recalls vividly.
“[The bird] was face down, and
the sun shone on the black and
iridescent feathers. It was both
terrifically beautiful (tiny feet with
perfect claws, pointed beak), and
frightening as it was starting to
not quite decompose, but be very
dead with filmy eyes and some
interested ants crawling around.”
Today, she’s making another
bird in the workshop. She steps on
a metal depressor and a furnace,
called a pontil, opens; at 2,000
°F, pellet-sized glass balls have
melted into a honey-like mixture.
94
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She dips a hollow metal pole in,
coating the end.
With the pole, she picks up
a pre-painted ball of glass from
inside a kiln. She transfers the
glass to the glory hole, another
furnace about half the temperature
of the pontil, to reheat it until it’s
malleable. She’s only got a minute
or two to work before it hardens.
Rolling the rod back and forth on a
metal rail, she dents the glass with
a graphite slab then pulls it like
taffy with a giant pair of tweezers.
She snips the glass with cutters –
it’s the beak.
The bird imagery stems from
her childhood growing up on a
farm in nearby Harriston. When
she left the farm, she took a dual
major, art history and art, at the
University of Toronto, which helped
develop her painting and sculpting
skills. Studying glassmaking in
the Crafts and Design Program at
Sheridan College, she loved the
hands-on aspect. But by the time
she was apprenticing at Toronto’s
Harbourfront Centre, she felt her
work was plateauing – until she
met Mark Lewis.
“When we started working
together in the studio it was a
unique experience in that we
already had a common language
but also had a lot of knowledge
to impart to the other.” She taught
Mark about paints; Mark revealed
his technical tricks.
“In glass works it is all about
trying to do something a little
different because there’s 5,000
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Lingerie • Luxuries • Swimwear

In The Village at Blue
705-445-6768 � 7 days a week

Professional Bra Fitting

The Glory Hole.

years of recorded glassmaking
techniques,” says Mark. “So when
you go to school and train to do
things, you want to shake that up
a little bit.”
To k e e p i t f r e s h , h e h a s
created his own version of Italian
murrine glassmaking, a form
that dates back to Roman times.
In simple terms, the traditional
method involves cutting tiny bits
of glass that are rolled out into
a cylinder; the finished glass
produces a multicoloured effect.
This technique is incredibly
complicated and takes a team of
glassmakers; instead, Mark paints
murrines directly on the vessel.
“It’s my homage to murrine.”
When Mark graduated, crafts
and glass works seemed like a
viable livelihood, perhaps not to
the extent it was in the 1960s

when crafts were king, but it
was a healthy profession. Today,
glass artists are rare: in Ontario
alone, there are only between 35
to 40 glassblowing studios and
only three glassmaking schools
in Canada. Of those graduates,
very few have their own studios.
Money is the primary reason: one
electrical furnace costs about
$700 to run every month.
“It’s a challenging time and
any time we have an implosion in
the economy [it affects us]. Glass
is viewed as a luxury item, not a
staple,” explains Mark. By offering
workshops at their studio, Tanya
and Mark hope that perception
will change. “People realize what
goes into making a piece of glass,”
says Mark.
Maybe it’s just enough
incentive to stay out of Ikea. ml

Come in and try our special
menu – $21.95 per person
• 3 appetizers • 2 main courses (choose from 5) • dessert
“One of the best restaurants in Barrie” — Toronto Star
Readers’ Choice Award – Voted Best Thai Restaurant in Barrie

TWO LOCATIONS • CALL FOR TAKEOUT & DELIVERY

COLLINGWOOD
115 First Street • 443-8809

BARRIE
75 Barrieview Drive • 719-7888

Come in From
the Cold
Executive Chef: Oliver Frost

(519) 599-7866
at the dam in Thornbury

www.themillcafe.com
��� TORONTO LIFE
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Looking for something new

>>TRY SNOWSHOEING!

by C o l i n F i e l d

Superfeet REDhot & hotPINK Premium Insoles ($49.95)
If you haven’t read the bootfitter story yet (p.38), then you have yet to realize how important a proper-fitting ski or snowboard
boot is. And a good start to comfort and performance on the slopes is a good footbed. Superfeet have been leading the
consumer footbed market for years now and the REDhot (men) and hotPINK (women) are a revamped, re-release of their
discontinued Wintergreen insoles. Offering tons of support for maximum performance, these footbeds also feature materials
to keep your feet warm. Just because you spent $850 (before taxes) on a new pair of boots doesn’t mean you got a decent
footbed (in fact, you didn’t). What’s $50 more? Your feet will thank you. Now, go get those boots fit.
superfeet.com
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Claim DVD ($34.99)
Now, the claim that this is the Greatest Ski Movie Ever is a big one. And honestly,
it’s one that can’t be lived up to – what are the greatest ski movies ever? Well,
Hot Dog and Blizzard of Aahhh’s come to mind, but they probably aren’t too
great, either. Claim however is full of some burly big mountain skiing by some of
the top athletes in the biz. Watching Simon Dumont do three double front flips
in a row, Shane McConkey getting into the Saucer Boy character once again,
or Antoine Montant speed-riding over an avalanche are definitely highlights and
make this video worth the money.
skimovie.com

Smith Phenom Turbo Fan Series ($190)
Okay, so the deal is, this goggle has a battery-powered fan above the lense
and will apparently defog it if you’re prone to that sort of a problem. Gimmick
or not? Good question. I’ll admit the idea is a nice one. A fogged goggle sucks.
But on our gear tester’s recent backcountry Telemark adventure, no amount of
fan blowing would defog the lense. Apparently our tester was doing something
wrong; maybe a product knowledge session is in order. Or is this goggle designed
for fast downhill, to produce air turbulence to aid anti-fogging? Perhaps it works
better in tandem with a helmet so when the goggle is pulled up, it’s not receiving
ambient head-heat. In every other way, the Phenom performed phenomenally.
smithoptics.com

MSR 25” Lightning Ascent™ Snowshoes ($259)
These are not your grandparents’ snowshoes; there’s no wood, animal hide or
sinew holding them together. In fact, these things are straight from the future.
Made with aerospace-grade aluminum, these light technical snowshoes are built
for mountaineering, and difficult terrain. Though they won’t float you on top of
copious amounts of powder, they’re super-comfortable and feature a binding
system you can use without ever taking your gloves off. Simply put: These
snowshoes take you where the trail doesn’t.
msrgear.com

Survive! ($21.95)
Les Stroud (TV’s Survivorman), knows how to stay alive out there and talk
to himself constantly on-camera while doing it. And if you’ve ever thought to
yourself, “Damn, I need to know how to survive in every possible situation,” well,
this book is for you. Subtitled Essential Skills and Tactics to Get You Out of
Anywhere – Alive, this is not the kind of book you want to ever really need. With
tons of photos and how-tos on everything from building a quinzee to lighting
fire with two sticks, this is an essential piece of gear if you think you may find
yourself fighting for your life in the wilderness anytime soon.
harpercollins.ca
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> Check out Atlas’ snowshoe series:
Mountain Hiking, Backcountry
Adventure, Trail Walking,
Youth & Run/Race
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10 am – 3 pm

Horseshoe Valley nordic Centre
BRING THE WHOLE FAMILY!

>

Meet company reps and get the
latest scoop on gear. TRY OUT

SNOWSHOES on a 1.5 km track!
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SNOWSHOE RENTALS • GORE-TEX OUTERWEAR • WINTER FOOTWEAR & HIKING BOOTS • X-COUNTRY SKIS & ACCESSORIES
LONG JOHNS FOR THE COLD • WINTER CLOTHING & HATS • CAMPING & CLIMBING EQUIPMENT • TRAVEL ESSENTIALS, MAPS & BOOKS

ENHANCE YOUR WINTER!
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Gear Guide

this winter?

31 COMMERCE PARK DR UNIT A3, BARRIE, ON
705.739.9694 • sojournoutdoors.ca

Gear Guide

by C o l i n F i e l d

Alpina Discovery XC Skis ($240)
This waxless backcountry Nordic ski is a tough ski ready for all the abuse a backcountry adventure can throw its way.
With less length, a wider waist, metal edges and fiberglass reinforcements this ski is ready to take a beating and perform
flawlessly while doing it. A wood core with air channels provides rigidity while keeping it light. Do you want to get out beyond
the tracks? This is the ski to get you there.
alpinasports.com
Yakima FatCat 6 ($275)
Fitting most round, square or factory crossbars, the FatCat 6
is an easy way to deal with those pesky skis digging into the
back of the driver’s seat. A quick-hinged lift lets loose up to
six pairs of fat skis or four snowboards in one single action.
Bingo! Bango! And with a set of locks you can confidently
leave those skis up there all winter and know you’re prepared
for anything. Especially a “mental health day.”
yakima.com
Blindside Uber Johns ($99)
Looking to support local business? Why not buy some
Blindside Uber Johns? Made with award-winning duallayer Active Cotton, these upper and lowers give you
everything you need and more in a base layer. A girdle of
sorts keeps snow out on the lower half and thumb-loops
keep your sleeves from rolling upwards. If you don’t need
a base layer Blindside also makes active-wear panties
and … manties (perhaps the most disturbing word in
the English language; I’m uncomfortable even typing it).
Support Alistair Fraser’s new business while keeping
yourself warm and dry this winter.
1eyeron.com
Giro Shiv Helmet ($109)
If you’re a park rat, you need to have the look dialed. And
a good step towards this is the Shiv helmet. Not only will
you look the part, you’ll be able to act the part; the ear-flaps
contain Skullcandy earphones ensuring you can ignore all
the right people and blame it on the tunes. Besides being
fashionably on track, you can be confident that when
your noggin hits something hard (an inevitability if you’re
“progressing the sport”) Giro’s done the research to protect
your brain, too.
giro.com
DeFeet Ski-D Socks ($24.99)
Once again, when it comes to keeping your feet happy
(after you’ve got your boots fit and your footbeds in) you
can’t beat a quality pair of socks. The DeFeet Ski-D socks
are made from COOLMAX® proprietary polyester fabric
to help keep your foot dry and warm. With maximum
breathability the fabric also has quick-drying properties.
With shin padding, a no-slip cuff, and an Aireator mesh top
and calf section these technical socks are sure to keep the
most aggressive of skiers happy. After all, happiness starts
with comfortable feet.
defeet.com
100 mountain life
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Picks from the Locals

(1)

(2)

1) Bridgedale Cross-Country Ski Socks
Designed for Nordic skiers by the Norwegian
top-ranked biathlete. Mesh overfoot, cushion loops
at pressure points and WoolFusion construction.
Unisex Heavyweight and Lightweight models.
Ben, Mountain Equipment Co-op (mec.ca)

(3)

2) Word Birds
Local poet Harry Posner transports readers into
the world of birds in this book of free verse and
paintings, looking at “the symphony of bird life,
summer and winter, that fills the air with song and
dance.”
(Available at McMaster’s Crossing, Crow’s Nest,
Zencha Tea Bar in Collingwood & Jessica’s Book
Nook in Thornbury)

4) Suunto Core Light Green
Essential equipment for the vertically inclined,
the Suunto Core is the professional benchmark
for ABC wristops, with an altimeter, barometer,
digital thermometer, Weather Trend Indicator and
digital compass.
John, Squire John’s, Craigleith (705.445.1130)
5) Alpina goggles with Quattroflex Lens
The semi-polarized Quattroflex lens fits in any Alpina
goggle body and gives you maximum definition in
flat light, eliminating glare while enhancing contrast.
Anti-fog coated with 100% UV protection. Available
with a removable prescription insert.
Armand, Envy Eyewear, Village at Blue
(705.445.3168)

(5)

(6)
(7)

(8)

6) Frogpond Farm Organic Wine
Frogpond Farm, the only certified organic winery
in Ontario, does not use insecticides, herbicides,
synthetic fungicides or chemical fertilizers.
frogpondfarm.ca. For orders & inquiries contact
Neil (Licensed Agent).
705.446.0638 or south.shore@rogers.com
7) Loki Ullr Mountain Hoodie
This ultimate softshell hoodie not only keeps the
wind and water out but is super-warm with its
integrated face mask and mitts (which can tuck out
of sight in seconds).
Kris, Kamikaze, Collingwood (705.446.1234)
8) Fischer Progressor 9
For piste all-rounders, a high-performance ski with
70 mm waist, sandwich sidewall construction with
0.5 double Titanal shell, wood core and Dual Radius
System for perfect turn initiation on all slopes.
Jason, Squire John’s, Craigleith (705.445.1130)

winter 2009

SUNGL ASSES

& ACCESSORIES

Check out our Unique Prescription Eyewear Selection

3) Raven Golf Club at Lora Bay 4 x Fore! Golf
Pass
A whole new way to play The Raven. Four rounds
of golf, four days mid-week (Mon-Thurs) for only
$289 plus GST. Includes cart. Early-bird special on
or before January 1, 2009.
K r i s t e n , L o r a B a y ( To p u r c h a s e c a l l
519.599.7500)

(4)
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The only cerTified
organic winery in onTario

Alpina Goggles

European engineered,
available with Quattroflex
lens to brighten and
sharpen vision. We
also carry optical
inserts for ski goggles.

SELECTED FRAMES & SUNGLASSES
UP TO 50% OFF
Try a BoTTle aT one of TheSe greaT eSTaBliShMenTS:

azzurra – collingwood
rocky raccoon – owen Sound
raven grill – lora Bay
oliver & Bonacini – Blue Mountain
cranberry resort – collingwood
green Mango Tree – collingwood
The leeky canoe – Meaford
Ted’s range road diner – Meaford

See our collection of
Boss, Oakley,
& Tommy Hilfiger
watches

organically grown & produced
in the niagara region of ontario.
not available at the l.c.B.o.

for inquiries and orders please call:
705.446.0638 or email:

south.shore@rogers.com

Blue Mountain Village, Collingwood
705-445-3168 envyeyewear.com

P r o m oti o n

Picks from the Locals
continued
(9)

reeds
restaurant • bar

9) Bustier ($69)
A classic bustier for a classic price. Matching panty
and bra available.
Dana, Tingle, Village at Blue (705.445.6768)

519.538.0009
27 Nelson St W, Meaford

We invite you to come and

“Eat Better for Less”

10) Suzie Roher Belt
Manufactured in Canada by acclaimed belt and
jewelry designer. Featuring Italian hardware. Full
line of Suzie Roher belts available at Echo Trends.
D a n a , E c h o Tr e n d s , V i l l a g e a t B l u e
(705.446.1496)

(11)

11) Fara Boot by Söfft
Contemporary boots, charming silhouettes, rich
suedes and sparkling metallic leathers highlight
the hottest looks.
C a t h y, D e C o r s o ’ s F a s h i o n s , Th o r n b u r y
(519.599.5315)
12) Kazuri African Beads
Handmade, fair-trade African beads in a wide array
of colours and patterns.
Cecile, Cecile Beads, Gemstones & Findings,
Meaford (519.538.1229)

(10)

13) Fuschia Evening Purse
Silk-covered, rhinestone-studded evening purse
by Pink Stick.
Krys, Coco Women’s Clothing, Shoes &
Accessories, Meaford (519.538.1229)

(12)

(13)

TUESDAY
Pasta Night
2 for 1 Pastas

WEDNESDAY
Prime Rib Night

$15.99 Prime Rib Dinner
THURSDAY
2 for 1 Wings
and Live Music
reservations recommended

Try our new winter menu
www.reeds-restaurant.com

14) Hooded Fur Vest
Complete with fringe and tassels, perfect for
après ski.
Heidi, Birch & Co...Zoot Alors!, Village at Blue
(705.446.1400)
15) Pick Up Sticks Reversible Photo Jewelry
Whimsical vintage images framed into wearable art.
Full catalogue at pickupsticksjewelry.com
Furbelows, Thornbury (519.599.5422)
16) Sheepskin Trapper’s Hat
In women’s and men’s designs, this hat is a timeless
fashion statement that keeps heads and ears warm
in the coldest temperatures.
K a r e n , G r e y H e r o n D e s i g n s , Th o r n b u r y
(519.599.3443 greyherondesigns.com)

(14)

(15)

(16)

519 599 3443

•
•
www.greyherondesigns.com
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Thornbury

Unidentified Flying Object.
Jeff King photo

November 14–January 4
Festival of Northern Lights
at Owen Sound
Catch the magic of 327 displays and
53,4 6 0 light bulbs! Lights on daily
downtown Owen Sound and Harrison
Park from 5pm-11pm.
festivalLights.ca
December 1–February 8
Tom Thomson: The Last Spring
Tom Thomson Gallery, Owen Sound
This exhibition gives a biographical sketch
of this Canadian icon from his boyhood
days in Leith to his last spring painting in
Algonquin Park in 1917. An audio guide/
podcast is available to visitors or online at
tomthomson.org
December 2-31
Gift of Art Gallery Show
Blue Mountain Foundation for the Arts
163 Hurontario St., Collingwood One-of-akind gifts from talented local artists.
705.445.7843
bmfa.on.ca
December 3-30
Places Far and Near
by Marlene Bulas
L.E. Shore Memorial Library, Thornbury
The bright joyous paintings of Marlene
Bulas in a wide range of styles and
media. Showing daily during library hours.
thebluemountainslibrary.ca
December 6–January 4
Frost Frenzy at the Village
at Blue Mountain
Horse-drawn carriage rides, Santa,
carollers, outdoor fire pit, shopping and
dining galore. New Year’s fireworks, plus
winter sports.
705.445.0231
villageatblue.com/events
December 20
Frozen Rail Jam
Blue Mountain
Watch some of Canada’s top athletes kick
off the season by competing for $5,000 in
cash and prizes in a daytime rail jam held
in the TELUS Park.
bluemountain.ca/events
December 21, January 18, February
15, March 15
3rd Sunday, Tom Thomson Gallery
The Gallery offers free events every third
Sunday of the month. All welcome. Guided
Tour: 2 pm. Make Art: 1 to 3 pm. Children
welcome.

106 mountain life

December 30
Torch Light Parade
Blue Mountain
Experience the joy of Blue Mountain’s
lively Village throughout the afternoon and
when daylight fades, you’ll be amazed by
the stunning display of fire torches held
by skiers and snowboarders winding down
the Escarpment.
bluemountain.ca
December 31
New Year’s Eve Festivities
in Downtown Collingwood
Fun and celebrations for the entire family.
705.445.9463
collingwood.ca
January 2-30
The Georgian Bay Series
by J.R. Ribee
L.E. Shore Memorial Library, Thornbury
This master photography captures the
pure light and various textures of the Bay
landscapes. Showing daily during library hours.
thebluemountainslibrary.ca
January 12–16
Coors Light Ski Spree
Blue Mountain
Guests will receive a discounted Day/Night
lift ticket of $39 +GST, savings of over $20
off the regular ticket price. Plus, you’ll have
the chance to win great prizes from the
Coors Light Ski Team while out on the slopes.
bluemountain.ca/events
January 15-17
Banff Mountain Film Festival
World Tour
Programme at banffcentre.ca.
Two screening locations in our area:
Thursday, January 15
& Friday, January 16, 7:00 pm
Orillia Opera House
$17.00 per person
Sponsored by Sojourn
sojournoutdoors.ca
Saturday, January 17, 7:00 pm
Roxy Theatre, Owen Sound
Advance tickets $12.00 for adults and
$10.00 for students ($14.00 and $12.00
at the door)
Sponsored by Suntrail Outfitters
Tickets available at Suntrail and at Roxy
Theatre box office
suntrail.net/event-banff.php
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January 17
Bat Out of Hell (Tribute Series)
Meaford Hall
Meatloaf look-alike, sound-alike brings his
high-energy show to Meaford Hall. Part of
the 2009 Tribute Series which includes
Johnny Cash – Legend in Black, Freddy
Vette & The Flames and Borrowed Tunes
– the music of Neil Young.
1.877.538.0463
meafordhall.ca
January 17 - February 1
Winter Art Show at the Loft Gallery
Clarksburg
Loft Gallery presents their third annual
Winter Art Show in the main gallery with
winter landscapes by local, regional and
Quebec artists. Lots of other art to be found
in the rest of the gallery. Gallery hours
Wed-Sun 11am to 6pm.
loftgallery.ca
January 17
1st Annual Horseshoe Resort
Freestyle Fun Day
Events include College Pro Regional
Moguls Competition; Try Freestyle - Ski
with Ontario Park & Pipe Team in new
Superpipe and Terrain Park; Girls Only clinic
with top Women Freeride skiers; demos
and much more. For more info call FSO
705.446.1917
ontariofreestyle.com
January 17
Tubbs Romp to
Stomp Out Breast Cancer
Scenic Caves, Nature Adventure Nordic
Centre, Collingwood
Pre-register on-line by December 28 to
be entered into an early-bird draw to win a
pair of Tubbs snowshoes. Register anytime
before the event day and receive a free
Princeton Tec headlamp and entry into the
draw for a Collingwood Getaway Package.
Details at tubbsromptostomp.ca
January 18 at 4:15 & 7 pm
January 19 at 7 pm
Gallery Night at the Movies
Galaxy Cinemas, Owen Sound
A No-Hit No-Run Summer
An audience favourite at this year’s TIFF.
Tells the story of a 12-year-old boy who
spends the summer of 1969 tossing
a ball around and growing a little older.
tomthomson.org/movies

Discover the good life,
year round, here in
Thornbury - the Jewel of
Georgian Bay

January 22
4 Day Algonquin Park
Dog Sledding Expedition
Imagine learning how to handle a team
of dogs, racing through trails on the back
of a dog sled, discovering new skills
in winter camping, sleeping in canvas
prospector tents heated by rustic wood
stoves or under the stars. Outward Bound
will teach you these skills. admissions@
outwardbound.ca
1-888-OUTWARD
outwardbound.ca
January 23
12 Hours of Blue Ski
& Snowboard Race
Blue Mountain
Two different races will be held, including
a daytime Fun Race for those intermediate
skiers/snowb oarders looking for a
challenge and a night time Pro Race for
expert skiers/snowboarders with past
racing experience.
bluemountain.ca/events
January 23–March 1
Convergence:
46th Annual Juried Art Exhibition
Tom Thomson Gallery, Owen Sound
Opening Reception and Awards Ceremony:
Friday, January 23 at 7pm. An opportunity
to survey current visual arts practice by a
wide range of artists in all fine art media.
tomthomson.org
January 23–March 1
Where are the Children? Healing the
Legacy of the Residential Schools
Tom Thomson Gallery, Owen Sound
Opening Reception: Wednesday, January
28 at 7pm. Curator Jeff Thomas tells the
story mainly through historical photographs.
tomthomson.org
January 24
Two Pianos – Eight Hands
Meaford Hall
This local ensemble brings music to please
everyone. Classical, seasonal, show tunes, jazz
pieces and even some whimsical pieces.
1.877.538.0463
meafordhall.ca
January 30-31 & February 1
Owen Sound’s Reel Festival
Galaxy Cinemas, Owen Sound
5 Great Films! 1 Amazing Weekend! Passes
and ticket packages now on sale.
Visit tomthomson.org/movies.php

Jazz By The Bay • Ford Wayne Gretzky Golf Classic • Apple Harvest Festival
Canada Day Parade • Olde Fashioned Christmas

www.thornbury.ca

Bayswater Market
gifts
`

home
accessories
`

antiques

`
28 Bruce St S
Thornbury
`
519.599.1212

www.bayswatermarket.com

activityguide
C.G. Fuego gets in
some mellow turns.
Glen Harris photo

“Three generations,
plowing snow
since 1977”

31 years

February 7
Freestyle Skiing Ontario
Half Pipe Competition
Superpipe Terrain Park, Blue Mountain
From 9 am to 3 pm, skiers throw down in
the pipe to see who has the biggest air,
styliest trick and overall best impression.
For more info call FSO 705.446.1917
ontariofreestyle.com
February 13–May 24
Mapping the Group: The Travels of the
Group of Seven in Canada
Tom Thomson Gallery, Owen Sound
This exhibition takes stock of the various
destinations throughout Canada, from the
Maritimes to the Rocky Mountains that
the Group of Seven members traveled to
produce and promote images that were
truly national in scope.
tomthomson.org

February 14
Jazz Diva Carol Welsman
Meaford Hall
With the return of Carol Welsman comes
a breath of fresh air in the form of sultry,
warm and infectious jazz and pop classics.
1.877.538.0463
meafordhall.ca

February 25-26
Ski Cross Progression Skills Clinic
Beaver Valley Ski Club, Kimberley
Ski Cross is the newest Olympic sport to
be named to the 2010 Olympics. Athletes
aged 11-16 encouraged to attend this
progression skill clinic to learn what Ski
Cross is all about. Skiers are also invited to
train with the Ontario Ski Cross Team in the
terrain park at Blue Mountain Friday nights
during January & February. 705.446.1917
ontariofreestyle.com

March 12–14
TELUS Triple Challenge Ski
& Snowboard Festival
Blue Mountain
Canada’s largest annual ski and snowboard
festival hosts skiers, snowboarders and
enthusiasts from across Canada for a
weekend of extreme competitions, concerts
and parties.
bluemountain.ca/events

February 14 and 15
Canada Post Freestyle Frenzy
March 14–15
National Half Pipe Series
19th Annual Thornbury
National Half Pipe Competition
Winter Antique Show
March 6-7
Double header
B e a v e r Va l l e y C o m m u n i t y C e n t r e ,
Coors
Light
Rider’s
Cup
Terrain Park, Mount St Louis Moonstone
Thornbury
Blue Mountain
From 9 am to 3pm, the best Park Skiers
Sat. 10am-5pm; Sun. 10am-4pm. Southern
All age groups and levels are encouraged
from across Canada converge on Louis.
Georgian Bay’s premier antiques event.
to come out and ride in this positive
Local skiers also encouraged to attend.
Admission - $5.00
environment in the TELUS Park. Don’t
For more info call FSO 705.446.1917
519.599.5017
miss
your
chance
to
qualify
on
March
ontariofreestyle.com
thornbury.ca
6 and show offpage
your skills
on March12:43
7.
2008_DCTaylor_06:Full
11/28/2008
PM
Page 1
bluemountain.ca/events

in the business

PALLISTER
SNOW REMOVAL

519-599-6374
CELL: 519-377-4287
TEL:

Give yourself a lift...
A restaurant for people with great taste!
Dining at 3 Guys and A Stove will delight your eyes,
soothe your ears, tease your touch,
excite your tongue, and tantalize your nose.
Exciting menu selections by well-known chef
Jeff Suddaby include; grilled pear & pecan risotto,
black tiger shrimp, curried pumpkin & sweet potato soup,
Atlantic yellow fin tuna, stews & ribs,
white chocolate cheesecake, profiteroles and more!

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!
The Village at Blue Mountain, Collingwood | 705.446.3595
Highway 60, Huntsville | 705.789.1815
www.3guysandastove.com

come to the Tom Thomson Art Gallery!
Tom Thomson Art Gallery
840 First Avenue West, Owen Sound
ON Canada n4k 4k4 Call 519- 376-1932

tomthomson.org

Join Sue Kenney,
Camino leader, on
the ancient paths of
Camino de Santiago
May 2009
Inquire now about our 11-day
self-discovery EL CAMINO walk.
www.entre-amiesgetaways.com
chantal@entre-amiesgetaways.com

Photo © Jeff King
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WiNtER E vENts
Looking for excitement? Blue Mountain’s calendar is stacked with fun

DECEMBER 2008

JANUARY 2009

FEBRUARY 2009

MARCH 2009

Dec 6 – Jan 4

Village Frost Frenzy

Jan 12 – 16

Coors Light Ski Spree

Mar 6 – 7

Coors Light Rider’s Cup

Until Dec 12

Snow Go

Jan 19 – 23

Mar 12 – 14

TELUS Triple Challenge

Dec 20

Frozen Rail Jam

National Ski &
Snowboard Week

Feb 4, 11, 18, 25 TELUS Wednesday
Night Series
Feb 14 – 16

Village Family Weekend

Mar 14 – 22

Feb 16 – 20

Coors Light College
& University Week

Village March Break
Madness

Feb 21

Billabong Flaunt It

Mar 16 – 20

Pepsi March Break

Feb 23 – 27

Women’s Week

Mar 28

Season Passholder Party

events and activities all winter long. You can join in the action with

Dec 30

events like the TELUS Triple Challenge and the 12 Hours of Blue or enjoy

Dec 31

Torchlight Parade

Jan 23

12 Hours of Blue

Fireworks

Jan 26 – 30

Coors Light Men’s Week

Jan 31

Volcom Peanut Butter
& Rail Jam

special rates on the slopes during Coors Light College and University
Week, Women’s Week and more. There’s always something happening
at Blue Mountain.

Note: All events subject to change without notice.

877.445.0231

bluemountain.ca

Doug Gillis

Brad Williams

Direct: (705) 444-3853

Direct: (705) 444-4646

douggillis@bmts.com

remaxman@georgian.net

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

Hall of Fame/Platinum Award

Broker

Broker
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APPLEJACK

MILLPOND IN THE VILLAGE

PREMIER LOCATION

5 bedroom, 3 storey condo with over 1700 sq.
feet of finished space. Great location with 2
balconies; overlooking ravine & orchard. Gas
heat, central vac, hardwood floors, fully finished
basement, ledge rock fireplace surround, antique
barn beams and new gas furnace in 2007.
$229,000
MLS®20085071

Luxury townhomes available, nestled on the
Millpond shores in Thornbury and close to
Georgian Peaks, Lora Bay Golf Club &
Georgian Trail. Vaulted ceilings, open concept
living area and main floor masters. Variety of
floor plans and options available. Prices range
from $299,000 to $359,000.

Beautiful home in Shore Acres, close to Georgian
Bay Golf Club.Deeded access to fine,sandy beach;
adjacent to Georgian Trail. Open concept living/
dining, main floor master & ensuite, heated floors
in lower level & garage. Large, nicely landscaped lot
with 12' x 10' deck, outdoor speakers & lighting.
$525,000
MLS®20085514

Page 1
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MAGNIFICIENT 100 ACRE ESTATE
Custom built 4630 sq. foot ranch bungalow,
beautiful pond and views of countryside &
Georgian Bay. Unique & rare property carefully
created & maintained. Adjacent 100 acres &
additional 100 acres with house & barn also
available.
$2,300,000
MLS®20082763

spirit.

YOGA

l i s e s m u l d e rs ke r i s a ley
signy teague laura euesden

519.599.6901 info@blueyoga.ca

VIEW OF MOUNTAIN

EQUESTRIAN DELIGHT

CRANBERRY SURF

SILVER GLEN PRESERVE

Comfortable family home on almost 3 acres.
Ranch bungalow with bright, large principal
rooms; stone fireplace in living room, family
room with skylight, main floor master, rec room
in lower level, inground pool. South side of Sixth
Street with Black Ash Creek winding through
property.
$379,000
MLS®20083911

Fabulous 140 acre estate with 2500 sq. foot 4
bedroom Georgian farmhouse, inground pool,
bank barn with 80' x 200' arena, heated shop
with office/kitchen/washrooms, fenced paddocks,
pond, trails, 100 workable acres, and 30 treed
acres. Immaculately maintained facility with
comfortable family home.
$1,300,000
MLS®20084098D

Attractive and immaculate 3 bedroom, 2-1/2 bath
condo in desirable Cranberry Surf waterfront development. Recent improvements include paint &
ceramic tile in lower level and dining area.9' ceilings,
single car garage, main floor master with ensuite.
Great view of water and Terminals from the deck.
Close to Yacht Club, boardwalk & outdoor pool.
$340,000
MLS®20084426

Excellent value in new development backing onto
Silver Glen Preserve just west of Collingwood.
Townhomes range from 1222 to 1395 sq. feet
with full basements and attached garages with
inside entry. Prices range from $214,900 to
$256,400 and include 5 appliances and central
air. Call today for more information or to book a
showing.
W
NE ICE
PR

FAMILY PHYSICIANS
Positions are available for Family Practice physicians in a new
Family Health Clinic being built in Thornbury in the beautiful
Blue Mountain area of Ontario. You can live and work here,
enjoying the best of the outdoors while you build a satisfying
career in family medicine. Successful candidates will also
provide services to Grey Bruce Health Services Meaford
Hospital. Candidates with CCFP(EM) are preferred for these
MOHLTC under-serviced funded positions.
For those candidates who meet the criteria, Community and
Hospital incentives are available.
To express your interest, please see our website
www.communityfamilyhealthcentres.org
Email:
info@communityfamilyhealthcentres.org
or
physicianjobs@gbhs.on.ca

RARE VIEW PROPERTY

EXCELLENT EXPOSURE FOR BUSINESS

BEAUTIFUL CHALET IN SNOWBRIDGE

CUSTOM STYLE FIR POST & BEAM HOME

Magnificent views of Georgian Bay, Christian
Island, the Peaks & Beaver Valley. 100 acres, with
approx. 10 acres of hardwood bush with hiking &
cross country trails. Insulated horse barn with 11
stalls and radiant heating, 2 outside stalls and
coverall for hay & equipment. Fantastic location
to build your dream home/chalet.
$899,000
MLS®20085817

Commercial opportunity at south end of
Collingwood. Includes 4 bedroom side split
home with attached double garage & shop.
Large lot, 192' x 185'. Designation is presently
general commercial with proposed mixed
commercial designation under new official plan.
$495,000
MLS®20081682
Adjacent property (163' x 246') also for sale
under MLS®20084421

3400 sq. feet of finished living space, 4 bedrooms, 4 baths, fieldstone F/P, cathedral ceilings
& 3 season porch with view of Monterra Golf
Course & Blue Mountain. Double garage with
inside entry. 60 x 193 ft. lot backing onto the
16th fairway of Monterra. Enjoy all the benefits
of resort living from your single, detached home.
Shuttle service available to Village, hills and private beach. Call for more details. $799,000

Positioned on ravine lot on over 3/4 of an
acre, with private back yard, located in prestigious Georgian Bay Golf Club Community.
Outstanding views overlooking Georgian Bay.
6 bedroom, 4 bathroom home with over 8000
sq. feet of finished space, gourmet kitchen,
nanny suite, attached 3 car garage.
$3,200,000
MLS®20084335

®
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for information + schedules

four seasons realty limited, Brokerage
®

67 First Street
Collingwood, Ontario
Telephone: (705) 445-8500
Direct Fax: 445-9528

Collingwood’s Best Value
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“Go drag your brother from the Nintendo.”

The Backyard Rink
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Inspired designs on 50-ft home sites in a spectacular
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At the first forecasted cold
front, I used to follow my Dad as
he dragged the hose up and down
our backyard rink. I liked to keep
my skates draped over my shoulder
and my little hands cupped around
a mug of hot cocoa.
“It’s not ready yet, Laura,”
he’d chuckle, amused at my
eagerness.
Night after night he trekked
into the frosty air while I stood
around anxiously waiting for the
sign to lace up. A wave of his
hand towards the house meant,
“go drag your brother from the
Nintendo and pull the nets out
of the garage.” This was usually
the moment we discovered last
season’s pucks were missing.
The rink always got us out of
the house, but I suspect there
was more to my Dad’s motivation
than that. He wanted to give us an
area for spontaneous play, without
a referee or coach. Our home rink
allowed us to be our own source
of fresh-air entertainment.
That rink saw lots of head-tohead brother versus sister faceoff action. The memories I won.
On skates, I lost every time. ml
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Open Daily: 11AM – 5PM Closed: Wed & Thurs

705-445-6272

Craigleith
Retreat Homes

Market Square
dOWNTOWN cOllINGWOOd

Charming 36-ft
46-ft and 56-ft homes
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Where You Belong
Illustration is artist’s concept. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. E.&O.E. Creative: BAM Builder Advertising Marketing

TEST Pilots Wanted

O n ta r i O ’ s L a r g e s t D e m O F L e e t
HWY 26, West of Collingwood 705.445.1130 www.squirejohns.com

